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_VisitingScholar Calls for Total Commitment

After instruction bya Greek ghoul
[left), several hardy souls trIed
their hands at a throw-for-8CCuracy
frisbee toss [above] atthe Student
Residential Ufe barbecue, &pt. 5.
Forced indoors by adverse weath.._... __..
er, the UI:1IlJUiiUe nevertheless
,attracted hundreds of students to
an evening fare of roast lamb and
~ baron of beef, a speech by .Dr.
il<elser and a special showing of two
iii cfassl6 movies. The event was
~ also, sponsored by the ASBSU,
:; Intergreek Council and saga Food.

nev~

Contribution Adds .to. Pavilion Issue
Ten dollars chopped from a
possible fee increase, a massive
subsidy for needy students, a flush
of open meetings and a $4 mlUlon
pledge by - the Bronco Athletic
Association served to complicate
the Issue of the Multi-Purpose
Pavilion, which. dominated BSU's
agenda at. the State' Board of
Education meeting September 7
and 8.
Boise State president Dr. John
Keiser ,presented a proposal
trImmed down from the comroversial plan given the Board last April.
The cost of the buildIng under the
new proposal would be $14 million
rather than the earlier figure of $18
million, and the necessary fee
Increass WOuld be $40 effective
next semester, rather than the
original figure of $50 .. The Board :
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KeIser noted that because of .'
rising building costs, the "whole
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between Klausand the Composition
Committee Tuesday night.
The
purpose of the afternoon meeting,
according to committee member
Tom Brooks, was to help Klaus
determine "strengths and failures
of the program as perceived by
members of the English department, ... and outside the department."
Brooks exemplified the attitude of
many of the instructors at the
meeting when he observed that' 'In
many cases, a student will take
those two (composition) courses,
think 'I've mastered this,' and feel
they don't need to use the writing
skills anymOre."
Klaus called for university-wide
cooperatlon in the Improvement of
student writing skills, and .for
instructors to "demonstrate it in
every course - so they don't have
anywhere to turn where there is not
a powerful and passionate commit-
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ment to that end," he said.
He presented two methods for
oontlnuation of composltlon of
education. The departments and
schools could set up a cclloquium
for composition specialized in
several fields, he suggested, but
warned that such a project
"carelessly designed produces bad
writing." " Another, more expensive solution, he said later, could
be advanced courses designed and
implemented" within each department.
Most emphaticatly, Klaus called
for "the university...
and the
English department to identify a
unified set of goals. Everyone at
the university Is going to have to
react to 'witing - everyone must
show a concern."
Klaus was' scheduled today to
visit a freshman composition class
and meet with English faculty
members.

lEe

[Editor's note: Welsh had been
publicly identified as CIA cheif of
station by a Greek publication prior
Justice Department and CIA to his identification in "Counterofficials have expressed alarm in Spy".)
the past about the impending Agee
In his new book, Agee anticbook, and Peterson said that ipates similar problems,
"Of
"obviously It would be harmful" to course, this book will again raise
the agency.
the cry that we are trying to get
. The book also includes a guide for someone killed,"
Agee writes,
r~ders to learn how they can use'!But
as it happens, violence is not
public, material to identify CIA really needed. By remOVing the
officers frcmordlnaryState De- mask of anonymity from CIA
partment personnel, '
"officers,
we make it difficult to
Agee and his associates have also remain In overseas posts. We hope
begun publication of a periodical in . the CIA will have the good sense to
Wahslingt6n specializing in anti- shift these people to the increasingCIA articles and the naming ,Qf CIA Iy smaller' number of safe posts,
officers around the world. Called preferrably to adesk inside the'Cl A
"Covert Action Information Bulle- headquarters at Langley, Va."
tin," its first Issue, released last
CIA spokesman Peterson said
month, named D3aIl J. Almy Jr ..as that any decision to remove CIA
the new CIA Chief of Station in operatlves named in the new book
Jamaica. The editors announced was in "an operational area" and
that they would "write and expose that transferrals
of personnel
CIA personnel and operations would be done on a "case-by-case"
whenever and wherever we find
basis.
them,"
.
"Dirty Work" is Agee's second
The new bulletin follows by 18 book. In the early 19705 he wrote
months the aemise of "Counter"Inside the Company: CIA Diary,"
Spy," a similarpublicatiop.
with a description of his years as aCIA
which Agee was also associated.
agent in Latin America which also
CIA spokesman blamed that
included
lists of intelligence
publication for causing the 1975- personnel.
Since quitting
the
assassination of Richard Welsh,
agency he has lived in Europe and
the CIAstation chiefin Athens, by has been deported from England,
Ident'f in
him In an' issue,
France and the Netherlands.
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invited by the Composition Commlttee of the' BSL! English
department to act as a consultant in
atwo-dayrevlewofthecompositlon
program.
Faculty members from several
scnoola and departments we.re
present at the gathering, which
was preliminary to a conference

by Jeff Stein [PNS]
Page proofs of a new book listing
names of hundreds of CIA officers
In' Western Europe' were quietly
circulated over the Labor .bay
while All the Presldent't Men
weekend to a handful of journalists
(ASBSUand friends), after an early. here and abroad in anticipation of a
caper with stolen answers,
U.S. government effort to block its
quite rocovered and cheatoci all the . publication: , .'
". .
way'to cleadlaSt.·-·
. The book "Dirty Work, The CIA
FredNorman;D1rectorofSt~nt
inWeSternEurope,"isbyex-CIA
Activities, rnasteredtheceremonles
officer Philip Agee and journalist
aloilg with Katie "Salty Sally"
Louis Wolf. A 38&page appendix'
Stein. Gordon Eichmann and Pat to the 7C1O-page
book.a photocopy
Henderson offered a few tasty of which was made available to
medleys from movie' musicals of Pacific NewS Service, lists the
the past and present, w1thDougnarnes,
employment histories and,
Bigelow at the ivories. Norman
in many cases. the current positron
devised the entire scheme, with the of some 841 men and women said
help of Mary Ann Talbott,
to be CIA officers under cover in
co-director of special events In the U.S. embassies throughout WestStudent Union Programs Board. ern Europe.
and Dr. Taylor, vice-president for
Names of CIA officers are cross
student affairs.
referenced alphabetically and by
A capacity crowd of nearly 300 nation in every West European
dinner guests from the university
country althciugh some of those .
and from as far away as Ontario,
named have been transferred from
oregon filled .the Ba!Ir'oom.
Europe to other overseas posts.
The majority of the names listed,
according to the authors, have
previously appeared in print,
mostly in left-wing
European
project cOuld disappear" If itls not periodicals. Buttheauthors
also
started this year. Presently, the attribute a oompil~..t1on of some
names to sources In various U:S.
embassies.
A Justice Department spokesman,
Robert' Steve'lson, said that "at
thiepoint we have not" ITl8de a'
decision on' whether to suppress
publlcation.
Dale Peterson. a CIA spokesman,
said that as far as he knew, no
decision had been made yet on
.whether to seek an injunction
against the .book's. publisher, Lyle
Stuart of Secaucus,·N.J.
"To best of my knOWledge,.the
decision remains at·. the Justice
$14 million will build
11 -12,000 Department at. this point," Peterseat arena for Indoor sPOrts ~d
son said.
He added that,
performances, along: with office "Obviously, we would look favorand meeting space for student ably upon any. action" {ostop
oraaniza1lons. facilities for lntr<r publication of the book.

SUB goes Hollywood
PTodLlCtlonnumbers, costumed
teenyboppers, bells, horns, and
kazoox.kept the pace up wtlen the
audience wasn't.' Involved·. in '.a
prime rib dinner at the first BSUSpecial' Event this, year, The.
_<?olden Age of Hollywood '- the
Flrst Fifty Years. Held in the SUB
Ballroom, Tu~ay night, tha event
· was highlighted by a movie trlv.la
quiZ that had'the contestants on
their toes and the audience In the'
aisles.
.
The "Misfits" trivia team, led by
Teddy Roosevelt (Dean William
Keppler) . scrapped to a victory
Inches above Dr. David Taylor's'
American Graffiti contingent. The
Cheyenne Social Club (faeulty
wives and women), Our Gang
(dormles) and Greek Tycoons
· (fraternity and ,sorority people)
formed the middle of the pack,

If there is a problem with the
English Composition. program at
BSU, it's most probably a lack of
follow-up, according to instructors
.at a meeting Tuesday afternoon on
the E-101 and E-102 classes.
One of the main duties of every
academic department should be to"reinforce what their students
learn in the freshman composition
class,"
said Dr Carl Klaus,
featured guest at the gathering.
Klaus, an English professor of long
standing at the University of Iowa
and author of several texts on
literature and writlng~yle,
was

.•
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specific . countries, .'.among them .. ". ".
. Italy; West Germany, France and
Sweden.'·
.'
.
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by Wilfred Burchett

that the Chinese' government
Vliherever Pekin has found allies
refused all attempts at ,amicable
Pacific News service
no matter. how grutal, unPOPul~
~egotiatl()n over pr~~lems affecting
(PARIS) _ Support for human and reactlonara
alnstthe
ov~'Qllnese
·lnVletnam.
rights violations in latin AJ:n$1ca, common enem/' of ~he Soviet
As. a result, QlI~a has allenated..
aid to CIA proteges In Africa, Union, progressive forces have
not just a close Asian neighbor, but
arrogant ultimatums to a: Southeast suffered _ In Ollie, In Angola and
also one with an Ideologically
-Asian neighbor _ Qllna today Is now even In Asia
kindred communist government.
demonstrating
almost meso-: Following a strident propaganda
By picking a quarrel with Vietnam,
chistlc zeal for Isolating Itself from campaign against Vietnam China
refusing to negotiate and threatenits most loyal friends and for dispatched shlpstoVlet~amese
ing to emulate the "gunboat
abandoning the Ideals It once ~rts to pick up what Peking
diplomacy" of the 19th century,
espoused In International relations. claimed were "persecuted Qllnese
~ina risks losing its last support
Only a few years after promising citizens," and in short order closed
Within the progressive world - all
cheering U.N .. delegates that It the border and terminated all aid to
for the sake of Its battle for
would never resort to the coercive Vietnam
The Vietnamese say
Influence against Russia.
tactics used by Russia and China's ~Ion violates IgngstandThe problem of the overseas
America, China is practicing the Ing agreements between the two
Chinese - the Immediate cause of
same super-power politics It once nations' and amounts to arrogant
. the current tension between Hanoi
condemned ln others.
interference In the Internal affairs . and Peking - Is' an old and
complicated one In Southeast Asia.
The termJtself, which originated In
China, reflects an arrogance that
has troubled many of China's
neighbors for centuries.
The
Implication of overseas Qllnese Is
that Wherever:they.settle, the first
TERM PAPERS, THESES, DISSERTA TlONS
loyalty of those with . Qllnese
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
ancestry must be to their ancestral
IBM CORRECTING SELECTRIC
homeland, not the country where
SEVERAL TYPE STYLES A VAILABLE
they live.
FROM 50 CENTS PER PAGE
Successive imperial dynasties
PICKUP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
supported this approach .and
KAAREN L. BARR P.O. Boxn4 ,Emmett, ID 83617
Insisted that such settlers should
.............
c.llnilito.thieilrilQl.I.n
cltlzenshl

an

societies Wherethey settled. Later,
~he.Kuomlnlang government went
further.. N?t only were those of
Chinese ongln urged to avoid
citizenship In the countries where
they lived, but Qllang Kal-shek
attempted to organize them Into a
highly disciplined organization
loyal to his government rather than
to the governments of the countries
Where they lived.
.It seemed. that a great step
forward had been t~en In 1955
when Chou En-Ial and the
Indonesian foreign minister, ,?".
Sunarjo, signed a tour-point
agreement to settle the status of
2.5 million Indonesia residents of
Qllnese origins.
Under the
agreement, those holding both
Indonesian and Qllnese citizenship
were required to choose between
them within two years. The rights
of thel~ children and spouses were
protected. Vlihlle Qllna recognized
Indonesia's .authority 'over those
Who opted for Indonesian citizenship, it retained the right to protect
those whO chose to retain their
Qllnese citizenship.
I was present When that
agreement was signed and clearly
recall a brief statement Qlou En-Ial
made that day In Jakarta that
dee I 1m ressed the Indonesians .

prime minister noted that many
other countries - newly Independe~t and trying to build national
unlty - faced a similar problem of
assimilating a Qlln~
minority.
cnou u~ged his fel!?W Qllnese In
such countries to' Increa5(3thelr
sense of responsibility towards the
country whose nationality· .. they
have chosen."
It was a statesmanlike act In
keeping with the foreign policy
China pursued at that time, and it
won. Qllna great esteem among
Third World nations.
The same yeep', Qllna signed a
slmllat agreement with Vietnam
that - as befitted governments
with similar Ideologies - went even
further toward assuring the rights
of overseas Qllnese while helping a
Third World country solve Its social
problems. Under the agreement,
Qllna officially encouraged those
of Ctlinese origin to adopt- full
Vietnamese citizenship.' In tum
Vietnam accorded Its residents of
Chinese ancestry - called Hoa In
Vietnamese -- full citizenship
rights Including the rights to be
elected fo parllarnentand
hold
government offices.
Fer both communists and anticommunists the Qllnese In South
Vietnamal~YS have constituted a
special problem. First arriving In
the Saigon area as refugees' from
the MaJichu Dynasty at the end of
the 18th century, South Vietnam's
ethnic Chinese population concentrated In Saigon's sister city. of
Qlolon; Wherea high proportion of
them became merchants.
By the beginning of thls'centurY
~hey .completely .dominated the
market economy of South Vietnam,
including Its vital Wholesale trade,
transport and distribution sectors.
Following the American defeat in
. 1975; state control of these vttal
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Sound west cuts down the cost of skiing; in fact rIght now
we've taken two of our most popular stereo systems, the
1979 Model Sony and the 1979 Model JVC and are ready to
offer <;I great winter
deal to kick-off
the 1978 Ski Season
and save you some money on a new Stereo System.

economlcecttvlttes' was necessary

UR OFfER
1979 MODEL JV~
uavllCI~11U
l~lIlfD""1

.IA·Sll AMP..•.•.....•
·QLA·2 Tabl, ..........•
-SA·IOOO Speak''' ......•
.ADC QlM·32 Needl, ....•
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not just as arnatter of longstanding
Vietnamese communist policy repeatedly supported by Peking; It
was also crucial to avoid economic
breakdown and starvation after the

1979 MODI;L SONY
.-'

'99.95
'89.95
549.95
49.95

war.
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. '989.80

_s.:ulTtI
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HtU

Dir;'1 Drift rabl •..•••• 139.95
-STR1800 Stereo Ret,IVI' .•.• tao.OO
-SSU·2000 S~k
t3lIO.OO
.rCA·2A Cr.setl. Detl •..•..
t20D.OO
-ADC QUI·32 N•• dl••••••••••
49.95

-PST·1

'909.ff'O

Y URCH ICEO LV $8
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95 .

ORONLY
3U500WN
38.Z4MONTHLY

with Bogus Basi~ Seas~n Pass
til
That's right, come in, piCk your system and got a FREE Season
Pass to Bogus Basin. Already have a stereo? Stop by and see
our. other specials that include great savings on TV's, tape
recorders and car stereos and let us show yoli how. you can
save lots of mcney or-:your ski pass.

.JHE.GREAT SKI PASS GIVE-AWAY
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THE IUVI_MG
BENEFITS OF

LIFE
IMSURAMCE
. All forms of life Insurance
give protection In the event'
of death, but did you know
that you may also g:Jarantee
many valuable "living beneflts,"
like
money
to
finance
your children '5
education or provide' for a
comfortable' retirement?
A "Blue' Chip" Whole Life
policy Is your' best way to
. combine
protection
with
savings for the future. Call
or write for further details.

StePhen .H.5elekof
705 North'Eighth
P.O. Box 1637
Q".i"""

-'-".""""r-
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Phone;' (208) 342-6551
Connecticut Mutual life MUliHca (I,..... ;;
The 81ue Chip Company, Since 18~

,
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If yoi.J like battling your way seniorsweiuldonly be freshmen In
through crowds and waiting In France.
'
'
endless lines, then you'll love -, Virgil knew no French and her
London during the tourist season.
host family knew no English, but
If you would rather explore
her roommate did so she had few
London, Paris, Amsterdam, or any problems with the language. Her
"other city in Europe that Interests 'biggest handicap was doing a
you, you should talk to Dr. Penny research paper with all the source
Schoonoverwho Is the BSU campus material printed jn French, but It
contact for the Northwest Interin- was a group project and even that
stitl.:tlonal Council on Study Abroad difficulty was overcome.
(NICSA). College credit can be
The NICSA sponsors study
gained for study in London, programs In London, AVignon and
England; AVignon, France; -ror Cologno on a quarterly basis.
Cologne, Germany.
'Teachers
will be professors from
BSU became the fifteenth rnem- consortium tnstltutlons and natlve
ber of the consortium during' instructorS. COurses tailor-made
1977-78,and several students have for each locale are complemented
taken advantage of the opportunity
by visits to theaters, galleries,
to stud~ In another country,' to museums, and other cultural
learn first hand about their culture attractions. Overnight excursions
and customs. One of these was and day trips are provided.
Mary Lou Virgil, who spent from Weekends are free time and
March 'to June of this year In students may visit other near-by
Avignon at the School Annex to countries, as did Virgil.
Faculitf of Letters.
A central teature of Liberal Arts
Virgil is a 20-year-old Junior Study' Abroad Programs In all
majoring in Political Science. She locales Is the homestay with a
and another American student native family.
Many .students
lived with a French woman and her regard this experience as the most
daughter,and
enjoyed learning significant aspect of thelrforelg':1
about the French culture first hand travels.
as well as in the classroom. She
Students for the program are
said, "I enjoyed the chance to see selected on the basis of scholarthings for myself that I've read ship, motivation, maturity, and
about and been interested in. You adaptability.
They should be
learn more about the people and sophomores or above, but qualified
their culture when yOUare there for freshmen will be considered.
a period of time. Most tourists are Students who have been granted
, only there briefly, and don't get to tlnanclsl aid will in many cases find,
know the people
they really it Is applicable to this study abroad
are."
program. They, will live In private'
She went on to say that in some homes as paying guests. After one
ways the French school system ~s quarter at a locale they may make
best, because the students are independent living ammgements.
locked In to classrooms and have to
Costs range from $1270,to $1380
study. If a student was late, she per quarter, and this includes
had to ring a bell to be admitted. .tuitlon, lodging and two meals a
Because,she was receiving flnan- d:W, textbooks,medicallnsurance,
cial aid from the University, Virgil
and International student identity
was required to carry 12. credit card.
It does not include"
hours. Her classeswere French 1, transportation to and from Europe
French Educational SY9tenl, Man and personal spending money.
In the Mide (translation, Man in
Dat~ for the winter quarter are
the SoUth), Rural France,Provence. January 4-March 16, 1979, with
She explained the Education CIa:;:; applications due by November 1,'
covered the period from the early 1978. The spring session is March
Greeks to the present day and did a 28-June' 8, 1979, and applications
lot 01 comparing changes over the are d,ueby February 1, 1979.
centuries in France and other
Kay Cook, an art major at BSU

as

cou~rlesas~ll.
In~nch~W~
schools, students are not passed
automatically as Is the custom in
the United States, but take
numerous' tests before being
passed to a higher level.
She
thinks high school juniollSand
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COLLEGE

THENAVAL

OFFICER INFORMATiON
WILL BE ON CAMPUS
SEPTEMBER 25-27
9:00 T04:00, DAIL Y
IN THE PLACEMENT CENTER

Short on Money? Long on Hair?'
Save Money by Getting Your Hair
Cut at State Barber College. With
The Budget Price lor Guys & Girls,
Appt. Available, 2210 Main St..
Boise. 342--4213

TEAM'

hasJ~~urned~~AA~no~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and others currently there are, 1
Regan Warner at Avlgnon,Greg
Rice and Becky Sch~un, are at
Cologne. History, major, Helke
~er
will be attendll')g the spring
quarter 1n London."

*************************************

ForAUT~mMembe~s
% Anything
off

He also felt 'that more state
willing to pay an average of 131per
money than the $100,000 yearly
for the pavilion.
a $4' million pledge toward the "~Ing
to that, we're only nine proposed for maintenance fOr' the
pavilion would endanger the
constructionofthepavlllon.
Partof dollars off," sald Perez.
this' half-million would subsldlie
One of the things he hopes to prospect of a new arts and
students who have qualified for emphasize In the open forums, he humanities hulldlng on campus,
need-based scholarships and grants noted, was the faCt that any state This atademlc facility Is currently
. whIch had not eeeounted for the oontrlbutlon to the building, or any high on the State Board's priority
list for state building fund use.
extra $40 In spring semester fees, student cootrlbution, to purely
Perez remarked that It might
he noted. The rest of the stipend academic buildings, \Wu!d violate
muld be spent on preliminary an '''unwrltten law that the state seem he was engaged In "screamarchitectural and surveying work. takes care of academic matters and Ing one mrd - Pavilion", but he
The BAA would have to come upstuclents fund auxiliary services... reflected, "This Is the day of the
Immediately with however much of Bsu students have put more money pavilion. If it doesn't come out this
the!4 million they t.adnot alreadY Into academic buildings than any· time It may not return."
paid as soon as the building was other students In the state." The
completed, McGregor oontlnued.
business building and all physical Editors Note: For more pros and
"If, at (thai) time, the building is education facilities were built with cons on the pavll/onquestlon, 'tum
to the editorial pages 6 and 7.
finished, and our cash Is not In student fee money, he noted.
hand, we'll have to go out and
gathet:'pledgesandgetashort-term
loan.'"
"
Board member Janet Hay
remarked, "without
this BAA
endors:ement, we muldn't even be
talking abol!t this project right
now."
Hay. objected to the
building as "anothersportspalace"
when the proposal first carne up In '
the fall of 1976.
8eforethe Board makes a final
decision on the pavilion, It will
conduct a public hearing on the
Boise State campus, on Thursday,
Sept 21. Student body president
Rob Perez has set up two "public
forum"meetlngs on th~ 18th and
the 20th, to find out "some fresh
concerns that we might not have
heard before...
We want to
encourage people, to be at that
official hearing.
"It seems to me" said Perez
If you qualify, you can sign up for Navy
"truit the basic qU~lon Is ifther~
flight
training while you're still in college
Is really a need for It." Since every
poll the ASBSU beseondueted.so
and be assured of the program you want.
far has one way .or another
Our AOC Program (if you want to be a Pilot) ;
Indicated aneed for the building,
or our NFOC Program (if you want to be a:
he continued, ~'the next quest!on Is
' are the students WIlling. to payf6r'
, Flight Officer) can get you intothe Navy
It?"
' '
sky for an exciting, challenging career.
Students surveyGd recerrtly by the
ASBSU -department of' student
For more details.see thlf Nat'] Recruiter' below.
services Indicated they wol,lId be
Be SO~
speciaB.IFBy~
...
nounced

$500,000 as the first Installment of semester
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Cold-DriIi/Kold-Drili Komix
Custom Frames
,:".j,".

Wheel Buifding
Touring Gear
10% discount on tires
(7 tubcpsforstudcpnts_~~tI'--"'
during Sept.

'~~""

__

E_ RGE'S
Run By Cyclists For Cyclists
1119Broadway

343-3782

HANDHELD CALCULATORS:
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
BEFORE YOU BUY.'
,

Your college work habits will
surely influence your professional
work habits. If you're in science,
engineering or business. a handheld calculator will be an
essential element inmolding:
those habits. That's why it's
so important to make the correct
choice of a calculator now.

The BoiSe StateUnlver8lty·
Depart~'
mJl!lt 01 English Is pleased to IlIlnounce
a graphic design competition for the
BSU literary magazlne, T1I!l Cold-<lrlll.
BSU students are eligible to submit
proposed design packages lor the'
19713-79 Issue 01 T1I!l Cold-<lrlll.
StuC\enteditors 01 the literary magazine
will select the winner, who will receive
a $25 cash award. Entries, which may
be turned In until November 15, 1978,
should be brought to the English
Department office, LA 228. Designers
should familiarize themselves with T1I!l
Cold-drill
lormat and production
limitations (the magazine Is a boxed
Issue: generally, the oover Is silkecreened In up to 3 colors). For further
details, please oontact Mr. Amy Skov
or Mr. John' Klllmaster In the Art
department or. Mr. Tom Trusky In the
EngliSh department.

Which is why we prepared a
brochure entitled. "The Student's
Choice The Professional's
Choice The Logical Choice:' In
it, you'll read about everything you should consider before
buying your college calculator.
Things like calculatorconstruetion, ease-of-use, logic systems
and more. Pick upafree copy at
yourbookstore or nearest
Hewlett-Packard dealer. For the

BSU. students, stall and faculty are
Invited to submit cartoon strips lor T1I!l
Kold-Drlll ' Komtx,' a special Insert
featurool BSU'sllterary magazine, The
Cold-<lrlll, ·w~lch will be published In
February, 1979. Singlo panel cartoons
andlor caricatures are not being
constdered, only multiple panel episodes. Submissions should be In Ink
with author's
name and address
attached; deadline for submissions Is
November tst,
For lurther Information' contact the
EngliSh department.
Submissions
should be brought or mailed to: The
Kold-DrllI Komlx, cia the ooid-drlll,
BSU DePartment 01 English, LA 228,
Boise State University, Boise, Idaho.
83715.

address,CALL

Copies 01 the linnouncement booklet,
concerning the written oxomlnetlon for.
foreign .service ollicera IlIld foreign
-. service Inlormatlon olllcera' are now
available In 'Rocm 117, Career and
. FlnjlnClaI SofVlces OIfice •.
',' '" :The IlIlnouncemont booklet oontalns
,'/'!ilnfQrmation
on appl1eatloO procedures,
'~~{,'d/lscrlPtions 01 posltlons,llIld
sample
: tclst questions as well as a description 01
, the ElXlim.
Also' Included Is the
.application
lorm which must be
submitted by OCtober 20, 1978 In order
to take the December 2 examination.
Copies 01 this booklet are available In
room 117 , Career and Financial
Services, Administration BUilding.

A 111mand workshop to help prepare
students for Job Interviewing will' be
held Sept 27' and Sept 28.
Career
Services' Director Richard Rapp will
explain credential services, Job hunting
techniques and .Interviewing.
Those
who are Interested may attend !lily one
of the following sessions:
Sept 27: 1:00, 3:00 or 7:00
Sept 28: 1:00 or 3:00 p.rn,

TOLL-FREE

.

800-648·4711except from Hawaii
or Alaska. In Nevada call
800~992·5710.And do it soon.
Because we think buying a
calculator should be one of your
most carefully calculated decisions.
-

... ;
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HEWLETTjPACKARD
Ocpl.oooo: 1000 N, E, Clrcle Blvd,. Corvallis,

OR 97330

616/73
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ATrENTKIN:" COMMUNlCATIOHIIWOM.

,klIIlo,..... Wo!'*' .. offerinG al2W.OO ~Ip
lot ApOng 1979 ,llllme8lerto, be
awIfded to 0IllI8PPl1cant In the etateof Idaho. Basic quallflcattonllnclude: 1) MUll be a communlc8lon8lT1l1JOr. 2) MUll be IIJunior or
eenlor at the time of the llWIIfd. 3) Must hIIYe at least a 2.5 N'I1ulatlve GPA end lit least. 3.0 communlcatlon8 f"'d 9PA. 4) MU4t haYe
proIIllIl lIblllty lWId Int"'"
In II communications, car8lll'. 6) MUll be attending an Idaho college full time end plen to c:ootlnue
und8I'lIraduatll work In Idaho., II) Must ~
_
f111811C1a1need. ThlllCllOllll'llhlp II open ta ftllriaJe or maJe applicants. Interested

CAM'PUS
C~'PSULE

The Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) will be offered on
October 28, 1978 and on January 'ZT,
March 17 and July 7, 1979. The GMAT
Is a toot of academic aptitude d09lgned
to estimate an applicant's promise to
succeed In a program of graduate study
leading to an MBA or equivalent
degree. About 530 graduate schools of
management require their applicants to
submit GMAT results.
Registration materials for the toot and
the GMAT Bulletin of Information are
available from Career and Financial
Services, Room 117, Administration
Bldg. or by writing
to GMAT,
Educational Tesllng Service, Box 966,
Princeton, New Jersay, 08541.
The GMAT foo for candidates tested
at BSU Is $12.50. It covers a score
report sent to the candidate, to as many
as throo graduate schools designated
on the registration form and to the
candidate's undergraduate counsell~g
placement office If they have asked to
recelva tholr students' scores. GMAT
registration forms and test fees mustbe
received at ETS on or before the
registration deadline announced In the
bulletin. A $4 late fee Is chargad for
registration, forms rllCOlvad after the
deadline. There Is a service fee or $10
for tooting at supplomentary test
centers (centers not listed
the
bull!3lln).
Candidates who cannot register In
advanCE> may wish to' consider
registering ot the toot center on the day
of the toot.' Walk-In registration Is
pormillad at all saturday test centers"
sufficient spoce and test materials are
available after all prereglsterad candidates have boon 6Umlllad.
To be
admilled as a walk-In registrant, a
candidate must present a completad
registration form and a check or money
order for tho regUlar toot foo plus an
addltlonal $10 service fee. The $4 late
registration fee does not apply hero.

In

cer_

c:ontll:t
lWId
FllI&lIlClai 8ervIc:e8 OffIce, Room
117, Administration Building for en
application.

'

()(J~..•..
~

Organizations

WlTl1t\1)

GEOPHYSICS: Anyone Interested?
The first
meetlnll
of the BSU
Geophysics club Is 5:00 D.IT1.. '(\led.
September 13, Room' 117 of the old
science building. Points of business to
be covered are election of now offlcera,
a now constitution, and a list 01 desired
ectlvltles for the coming year.
Student organization 01 Social Workers Is having Its fall potluck and kegger
on Friday, Sept 22 at 6 p.m. The party
will be hold at the Doug Yunker
rosldenoo at 1221 E. JeflOl1lOn. There
will be $1 don81lon for boor or BYOS.
For further Information, come to ths
Social Work Departmenl, basement of
the administration building.

Et Cetera
Nominations for "who', Who
Among Student
In Am,rlcen
Unlvenltlea and COlleges are open
lor Juniors and aenlorson college
campuses across the country.
Individuals, students; organizations, departments and, schools, '
Interested In nominating
BSU'
81udents for the publlcotlon should
consider the following:
lunlor or
senior class standing; scholarship;
partlcipat'lon and leadership In
academiC and university related
exlrocurrlcular ectlvltles; cltlzenship and/or servlce In the school;
and promise of luture usefulnese.
Ai.L NOMINATIONS SHOULD BE
SUBMITTED NO LATER THAN
SEPTEMBER 29, 1978.,
Forms
" may be obtained aI, and must be
returned to, the SUB Info Booth, or
tha offlco of the VIce-president of
student Affairs, A-1I0.•

may

-pereona

<.

"Coal Mining" will be the first In B
series of lectures given by asu's
administration 8I1d focultY this IlClldemlc l1089OIl. Tho lecture, given by BSU
president Dr. John Keiser, will be
given at 8 pm. Thursday. Sept 21 at tho
Speclal Events Conter. The series la
sponsorad by BSU Faculty Wives and
Women and the Student
Union
Programs Board.

'Ba¢k-To-BSU DiscountOri All

Hewlett -Packard
Professional
Calculators
Usted On Page' 5 of the Arbiter

~1Business
EqlJipment, Inc.

Gleam on In to the University
Arbiter wlth your Ideas on ••Alternative
Solutions to Today's Problems" a special
feature section coming soon and glom onto
fame and fortune. Contact Dana between 8
and 5 weekdays. Glo for It!

2204 Broadway Ave."

345-0054
8:30 - 5:00 Monday Thru Frtday

OVERLAND PARK

I

PRE..SEA50NSAVINGS ON
\

.

WARM WINTER COATS'
SWEATER COATS
JACKETS AND BLAZERS
Come in tomorrow and button up an extra
special 'price on your new, wonderfully warm,
,yet lightweight Fashion Coat. Sizes 5'-15,8-16
in a choice of styles.

The New -Wools...
Beautiful classics in Fall's
new longer length. Great
colors too!
Regularly $88:00 to $-100.00

'~:~~J~I~~~~
HAIRSffiING'

For Men'&
Women

$ ~ GO off

,'1 Month of

Sept. with 1.0.

_A... IIftlftft
..,'uu~•••.

lI" .........

'W

Winterized

'.$58

Raiilwear

with warm bullon-olll lining

, •.••.

59.90
$99
$64

~~~~~:r~yg~~7~~~t~~ro
~~~!~
~=a~}:;~~~ro
~~.~~~!,
Rabbit Jackets

Our Entire Stock.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . •

Sweater Coats

20 0110 OFF

'.

Acrylic Knit. Reg $40,00 to $50,00 •...•..

, .

9' ,

29. ' 0

8ldft
---"7".

For Appoiritment
344-21i2·
The University Arbiter
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,letters"To

EDITaRIAL
1978, the year of the dcJllar, by anyone's reckoning. American
people, struggling with higher and higher costs of fuel,.tood, and"
shelter are beginning to speak out on how their money Is being
spent. Unfortunately, too faware speaking and their objectives,'
while laudable, do not always hit the IT\8J'k (the 1%.Inltlative
resembles nothing so much as kissing the "owlei' to cure
cancer). HolN6Ver, a big wherl and anaven bigger IF later, a
truly roused populace can make appropriate and lasting changes.
Remember the Boston Tea Party?
.
Built Into our religiOUS and cultural heritage is the
responsibility for the talents which we have somehow acquired.
We often trade these talents for money, but that does not halt our
responsibility ~ It only shifts our focus. 'Everyfull·tlme
student
put up $1rrT to attend BSU this semester; every part-time student
put up some portion thereof.
Should a poll be taken,lt
is
doubtful that even 1% of these students could give an accounting
of their'I1l!!'.!~.
It is as follows:
GENERAL FEES PER SEMESTER:
Associated Student Body
$ 16.50
Sales Tax (on ASB fee). ••••••••••••••
.50
Athletics..................
• •• • •
18.00
Student Health Insurance ••••••••••••••
' 22.50
Health center........................
. 10.00
Facilities Building Fee.. ••• •••••••••••
45.00
Capital expenditure Reserve..........
5.00
General Building Fee.................
54.00
(proposed change) ••••••••••••••••
(94.00)
Alumni Activities' •••••• '...............
'1.00
General Fee. ••
• • . 3.00
Institutional Fee ••••••••••••••
••••••••
10.00
Registration Fee· .. '.' • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • •
1.50

'$i87.00

T~TAL
,
(With proposed chang!3)

(227.00)

The-Editor

Editor, •the Arbiter:
A forty-dollar
per semester
Increase In student fees to pay for a
building to be used not only for
university activities but for' civic
activities also? Is this how things
are done in illinois, Dr. Keiser?
I've never heard of anything so
ridiculous not to 'mention outrageous.
, Dr. KeIser and our tunnelvisloned
student government led by Rob
Perez support this invasion of
student rights.
last semester a
token effort was undertaken to try
and solicit student support Jor the
project. This effort took the form of
an advisory ballot.
The project
received approval by an extremely
slim majority
of Boise State
students. Oearly, not one of your
over-whelming mandates from the
people. Do not the students of BSU
have the same rights as the citizens
of Boise? If a multi-million-dollar
pavilion were to be built In Boise
using tax montes, a minimum of a
two-thirds majority of votes cast
would ~ required for approval.
As for myself, I wouldn't have
much trouble coming up with the
extra eighty' dollars per year.
However I know many students
who have trouble just scraping up
, the present tuition of $1rrT.00 per

The "proposed change" reflects 'NEXT SEMESTER'S fees
should the multl-purposepavltlon
construction be approved 'at
the State Board of Education's October 5-0 meeting In Moscow. ,
VVhether or not you. are .in agreement with, this proposed
change, you are now being given your opportunity to speak out.
There are no guarantees that the pavilion proposal will be either
approved or rejected; but the students at BSU are being
guaranteed an opportunity to voice their opinion.

The, University

lifER
EDITOR

SALLY THOMAS
ADVERTISING

-Editor, the Arbiter'

-

The constitution of the United
States.was abolished yesterday by
a majority, vote in favor of a
. socialist government.
Rest assured, the fact that I am
writing this response to an article
in the Aug. 30 issue of the Arbiter
"Barry Commoner on Energy," i~
proof that our constitution
and
therefore our freedom, re~ns
intact. However, Mr. Commoner
"makes a strong case for converting our economic system to ,a
socialist one." Many people seem
to agree with this viewpoint these
days. Why?
Well,the
people of the U.S. are
getting
used to having
the

BRAD MARTIN
PRODUCTION

S. FRANKLIN STUBBS
ASSOCIATE

EDITORS

ENTERTAINMENT-

DANA FARVER
OFF CAMPUS

CHUCK BUFE
O'N CAMPUS

BUD HUMPHREY
PHOTOGRAPHY

ROB WILLIAMS
SPORTS

outcry against nuclear power.
Barry Commoner, In an article "On
Energy," supports the opposition
to nuclear power In favor of solar'

government run their lives, finding
~~.
energy should be exploited
it easier to let the government take
care of everything.
The, original
to its extent, as well as other
concept of a republic has been natural energy sources, such as
Overrun
by big government
tidal, windior geothermal power.
leaving socialism as an easier way These sources, however, can,only
to reform. But big government and amount to a sll}all percentage of
Its inherent socialism, not the Ideas our needs.
Why not nuclear
of our constttutlon, have led to the energy?
.
destruction of the American econUnfortunately, the power of the
omy.
atom was first introduced to the
_' Commoner continues to say that public In the form of a bomb;
"the answer is that we not allow nuclear energy Is thought of as a
individuals
to determine
the
bomb ready to explode.. VVhat Is
character of the means of produo- overlooked
is clean, efficient
tI
"Th
I di Idual
energy possible by nuclear fusion.
on.
ose n v
s are you A n,ucIear' fus,lon' reactor is not
'and II Since the beginning of time,
governments have set controls and prone to "runaway accident" as a
tried to tell the people what to do, result of a natural disaster or
only to have the economy collapse sabotage; nor Is there a build-up of,
the people revolt, or end up-at war.
radloaetlve~tes,
as there is In
Th
I t
the nuclear fission process.
e answer s oput the politicians
To turn our backs on the'
back where they
belong
as
servants, not masters, of the development of nuclear fusion, the
psupla.
_
very process by which our sun
The fact that nuclear fusion fuels operates, is to tum away from the
have a life expectancy in the answer to our energy problems; to
billions of years should sound develop It Is the answer to our
encouraging to a world plagued by energy needs ... forthe next billion
energy problems.
However, a years!
commonoo::urrence
is the public

SHAWN DELOYOLA
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Boise State University needs a multi-purpose pavilion containing
a large ~ena (11,000 - 12,000 seats) for indoor' spectator sports,
performing groups, and lecturers. Surveys Indicate a lack of
campus space for professional and social student organizations
recr~~ion, Intramurals, and pbyslcal educatlon, among, othe~
,actiVities. The time to build a facillty which meets these needs.ls
now because our present 4,000'seat fire hazard with a warped
floor will become increasingly inadequate, because inflation of
building costs means our money will purchase much less space
with each month's delay In construction, and because we have a
Solid proposal which I presented to the State Board of Education
on September 7 for a vote at its October meeting. That proposal
was developed in, response to concerns effectively raised by
ASBSU leadership,' among others. and includes the follOWing
. features.
. "
.
First, there will be no state money required for the construction
?f the pavilion. Thus, the proposed arts and humanities building
IS protected
the IJnlverslty's t0P priority from appropriated
funds.'"
Second, the student fee requested is reduced by 20%:' from $50
per semester (as last proposed) to $40 per semester. This wlii
keep our fees comparable with those at ISU and the U of I. If the
Board accepts the fee .Increase proposal, grant-in-aid students
will have. their assistance increased, by $40 In the second
semester of. this year tp prevent Inconvenience for them.
Third, the Bronco Athletic Association has Increasecllts formal
financial pledge to the pavilion from $1,000,000 to $4,000,000.
Thl~ Is ~ of the)argest, If not the largest, gifts of Its kind In this
state ana a great statement of faith In and support for BSU.
are grateful.
'
, Fourth, an architect liaison committee chaired by Dr. Bullington
and includll'lg the three officers of the ASBSU will take anoveraJl
management approach to the athletic, physical education, and
.recreation facilities at the University, Including the unfinished
"lower portions of ,Bronco Stadium, the old gymnasium
the
auxiliary gymnasium, and the proposed new multl-Purpohe to
assure maximum, efficient, and coordinated usage for all
constituents. It will assure that the new facility Is fully equipped
when opened, provide for replacement of tennis courts and the
baseball diamond, and suggest policy for operation.
Fifth, careful studies of operations and maintenance costs have
been made and Incorporated Into the pavilion proposal. Because
pUblic Interest In and need for this facility in Idaho's population
~ter
Is great, It will be heavily utilized. This will not only
Increase cultural and entertainment Choices, bUt it will help us
operate and support the pavilion.
. An architect selection committee has reduced the applications of
fou~een bidding firms to three for submission to Public Works
for final selec:tion. "Each of the three finalists IsC/early willing to
adopfthe best, most economical, solutions to our architectural
needs as they relate to the pavilion.
I came to BSU to help you make a very good Institution Into a batter one. ,In any relative scale we are, tightly budgeted and
academlcallysound. The people of idaho will recognize that and
respond favorably to It. certainly, there Is no 1-t0-1 relationship
~~
the 1% Initiative, should It pasS" and our budget, The
30 Yo. budget reduction exerclse"ls
not our future The naw

as

we

"IU'U~'

*Awld theological dobates, especially
thooo
advoCating
Of
ultlclzlng a particular denomination.
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semester.
Just where do
Mr.
shelterootrom
the cold and can
Perez and Mr. Keiser suggest drink, their booZe unmolested by
these people find this extlCl money?
the local police.
The .rationaie given the State , I would like to see a pavilion bullt,
Board of education for student
but It should be paid for by
, funding of .thls project was that
everyone,not
just by the people
BSU fees must be brought up to a least able to pay. It's bad enough
parwlthUoflandlSU.
Thepeople ,,to suggest that In-state students
who dreamed up that one must fund the proJect., Why should
think we all just stumbled in off of out-cf-state students who already
the farm. If a fee Increase Is really
pay $600.00 In tuition and may
needed to make BSU students
never return to, Idaho, be .made to
"equal" then let It go for salary, pay?
increases for a faculty that Is
It seems that when people. achieve
under-paid compared to U of I and positions of power and Influence,
ISU. I suspect that Keiser and they have little regard for how they
Perez are looking for Immortality In . spend. other peoples' money. Also,
the form of a pavilion.
I also what!f construetionrosts,
as they
question the' legality of. using
have for the past several years,
student monies to construct a continue 10 soar?
Will
the
public building.
The people of administration ask for even more
Boise have rejected other such money?
Twenty, perhaps even
undertakings and I think that the
forty ooltars more per semester?
backers of this project realize that
It's foolish to give anyone a blank
fact.
check. I urge all concerned BSU
If the Bronco Athletic Association
students opposed to the pavilion'S
wants this pavilion so damned bad proposed funding to attend the
why not let them pay for It. let open forum President Perez Is
.them form a corporation and issue forthcoming. Also, write letters to
stock. Obviously, the paVilion will
the State Board expressing your
become their property anyway.
feelings on the matter. Don't let
Evidence
the fact that they
the student government and the
somehow appropriated
several
administration
shove this down
hundred seats in Bronco Stadium' your throat. •Thank-you.
for the University Club where the
Keith L. Hull,
fatcats and influential
can be
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and support, anda focus on academic quality is. I think the
pavilion deserves your support; and, If I did not, I would not
have presented It to the Board during myflrstmeatlng'
as
President of Boise State University.
John H, Keiser
President
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outrider
A column by today's

~GarrjIfirs
The' Book Angle
~
.

Three current stories illustrate a
problem that has been growing on
us. In all three cases, it is alleged
that participation in an event has
been colored by plans to write a
book about that event. Consider
the cases:
1) James Earl Ray argued that his
lawyer did not give him adequate
defense because he 'Was coopereting with an author, William
Bradford Huie. In this reading, it
was a better story for Ray - under
contract through his lawyer - to be
the sale killer, not just one in a cast
of dozens.
2) Patricia Hearst claims her
lawyer, F. Lee Bailey, put her on
the stand to get, things on the
record ne could use for the book he
plans to write.
3) The jUdge in a New Jersey
murder case says New York Times
reporter,. M.A. Farber may be
wlthholdmg his notes on case to
fJuarantee larger sales for the book
.he has already written in part. .

a

To these current cases, some
others could be added.
Some
members of Jack Ruby's family
thought his lawyer took the case
just to write 'a book about it.
Reporters I know have' written
flattering magazine articles about
people in order to get rights toa
book about tnose people.
And there's the case of Watergate
confessions, by which presence',
inside Nixon's bunker is made the
occasion for profit. It has long been
a joke in government Circles that as President Kennedy once teasingly said to .Arthur Schlesinger "'"'
actions are taken' not for the
immediate 'purpose of giving' the
best advice but to supply a, gqod
page or two to the adviser's later
book.
_
Did Eric Goldman stay in the
Johnson White House long after he
felt disaffection and distrust for one
reason only - to get enough
material for his book attacking
Johnson?
Certainly Johnson

thought SOj ~d others might, too.
Some editors have suspected
(largely on empty, grounds) that
reporters are withholding material
so they can use it for their own
profit in a book, instead of in a
mere news story.
I would not judge any of the cases
I have mentioned. The allegations
of conflict may be false in anyone
of them, or in all of them. But a
pervasive suspicion exists and is
growing stronger, that t'he performance of a government employee, alawyer, or a reportermay
be affected by the presence or the
prospect of a book contract.
I can vouch for the fact that books
~ke less money than most people
think..
And I can add, from
experience, that reporters have
trouble getting' Information from
some news sources because the
sources have dreams of writing a
book some day. For that reason
Jack Ruby's sister sat on personai
inf~rma~ion about her brother,
saving It for a book she never

..•. ':
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Fl5B SpeaksD
Dear Fellow Students:
On September 7, the Idaho State
Board of Education convened at
Boise State.
it was here that
President Keiser sat before the
board for the first time and
presented the most interesting
agen?a items of the day, the
Multi-Purpose Pavilion. President
Keiser pledged his support for the

pavilion and my personal pledge of
supp?rt followed.
Prior. to this
~rng
I had met with President
Keiser. several. times and during
these meetings made apparent my
concerns with the pavilion project.
All these concerns, of course, are
~
on one premise, that premise
bemg that there does exist a need
for a facility of that nature on the
campus of Boise State University

PINt N
Consumer's Choice

at

Outside
thiSflrernise
was
r.oncerned with 6 things.
1. Would we be asking for State
money to build the facility which
would endanger our building
priority of an Arts and Humanities
bUilding?
2. Why hadn't anyone done an
accurate study of maintenance,
operations, and equipping of the
facility.
I feared that without a
knowledge of these things, and a
budget for them the students would
be "nickel and dlmed" to death
after the facility' was built
3. The cost of the facility had
been reduced by 6 million dollars
yet the students were still asked to
pay $5O.00? 4. Would a facility of
this size' cause more parking
problems which is far from
needed?
Hence, what were
alternatives for locating the pavilion elsewhere?
5. Just how would we find out
what many new and old students

by Patrick Cox

born by students. If the Pavilion are feeling about the pavilion issue
was not meant primarily
for as it is at the present time?
The 1 Yo initiative IS upon us. The entertainment and recreation an
6.
Would students have the
GSA, infamous for waste and graft, area that I feel especially qualified opportunity to give input into the
was finally busted, The federal to make my own investment services provided by the structure.
gov~rnment. does everything from decisions in, the thing wouldn't
My concerns over the course of a
makmg ~vles and lousy television bother rne so much,
I do not few months wp.r~ satisfied,
commerCials. t? financing studies believe that the academic quality of
A 4 million dollar contribution
on teeth-gnttmg rats.
Central BSU will improve with the pavilion
instead of 1 million dollars by th~
wrote.
government has gro~n fat so Jarvis at any rate, not nearly as much as it
Bronco Athletic Association meant
There is probably as much false
and Co. are a!tacklng state and would if the money were applied to
no n~ for state funds for building
~uspicion?f greed as real greed
the pavilion and no danger to our
Involved In these dOUbts and .'ocal. It seems like leeching to me. our well-meaning but inadequate
You know leeching? Until the 20th Hbrary or to our barren graduate
Arts and Humanities priority.
accusations. But the antidote to
century, when someone was sick, schools.
In addition, President Keiser
suspicion is apenness.
I think
.all y~u had to do was attach one of Our student
government
is
req~~tedand
received a very
editors should know whether
the '.IWe suckers to the intended pushing for the pavilion,'
This
rea!lstlc comprehensive study of
re~rters plan to write books on the
and It took the bad blood out and indicative of a representation
mal~tenance and operations. Also,
~tones t~ey are covering, and this
!he vlctlrn was supposed to elected by less than 1/10th of the
we figured the price of equipping
Inforr,natlon should be published in
Improve .. ':'Jeverthel~, the intent student population. wny didn't
the. facility into the 14 million
certain cases. It hurt Farber's
of proposition 13 and Its spawn is more people vote? More people fioure.
.
credibility badly for the revelation
clear. People are tired of paying 'didn't vote for the meaningless
And to my pleasure, along with a
of his contract to come from
for what they don't use or want. names on placards because univer- reduction in the facility cost, yet
d?fense questioning, not from the
I do~'t plan to lecture on the slties are institutions of learning,
not a reduction in service, student
Times or from Farber himself
upcoming referendum though,1
not government. Fortunately, i am feeswere lowered 20% {rom $50.00
.A'rea~Ylawyers are writing book
ex~
that, I've lost most of the "not worried much about the student a semester to $40.00.
nghts Into 'their contracts 'as part
Arbiter's noble readership already: 'government exerting' any real
A thorQUghstudy was also done of
remuneration.
That puts the
It's
that
apathy
that
I
would
Iil<eto
influence
..
Maybe
that
is
why
all
areas on and off Campus where
matter on record,and makes the
address. But don't get me wrong. students
not more involved the pavilion could be located. The
lawye~ mov~ with the knowledge
If you don't want to read this with student poltttcs.
.Student result was any other areas would be
that hls actions might be scrutinpaper, it's your privilege, maybe government is irrelevant and most costlv or too far for student access.
lzed in light of the contractual
~ven your pleasure. There are people know it A serious student
Finally, I compiled ail student
provisions. A greater and earlier
times I have skimmed its contents usually does not have time to hold surveys taken on the pavilion, they
candor will probably serve all
only out of loyalty as a contributor. an office even though it looks swell numbered 6.
I found students
concerned. Protection of sources
Someday I plan to read War and on a resume. All of the available definitely wanting a facility and
should not be confused with
P~
though. The fact is, much of offices from last year's elections willing to pay varied. The most
scheming for profit.
the student body is literate only as are still not filled even though recent random -sample computerfar as it is req~ired to graduate and there was no co~petition.
A ized survey taken showed students
!ollow street signs. Another sector serious student goes to school for were willing to pay approximately
IS just too busy.
Alas, the professional and intellectual rea- $31.00 a semester for a pavilion. '
. emot~onal involvement of bygone sons, not for skits and games.
The above reasons clearly state
days ISgpne, or nearly so. Witness Then what is student government why I favor a pavilion. However,
t~e f~ that the yearbook is being for? If it is for testing student my personal feeling may not be the
dlscontm.ued..
It reflects the opinion, t would be more than feeling of the students.
Hence,
change m attitudes towards our happy to suggest several more. open forums ·.....
ill be held the 18th
hallowed halls of learning.
efficienrand inexpensive methQds. • and 20th of September from 7:30 to
~
or bad! that change is a Again I ask, what is student 10:30 p.m. in the ~nate Chamlegl!!mate chOice. The consumer government for? Genelal carlsen- bers.·
has chosen and the yearbook has sus is that. it is an exercise in
Here students can voice thei~
gone th~ way of all fI.esh. The free democracy, impotent as it is. It feelin.gs to th~ Senate (other dates
enterpnse system IS a constant aso serves to placate an element and times may be forth-eoming).
election., P~ple vote With. t~eir that needs the outward appearance Then acarnpaign will be made to
?ollars,. creat!ng and abollshmg d student control. On the other Y~ students toattend Universltyc
m~titu:lons dall~. Now some would hmd, real issues are abounding.
Wide open hearings where all
have
otherwise and there are Tax, landuse, human rights,
sta!~rnen:s pro or con for 1M
exceptions as there always have ruclearand international iSsuesare
facility Will be heard and recorded.
been. When you paid your fees,'
.....'..
The senate feels this will give
you paid for this paper. Some at crucial pomts ofdeveloprnent, students that are concerned the
would even turn it Into a daily. You thou~jh students are ready to stop opportunity to be hard The da.te
~id for alot of things' that yot.: playmg house and, join the real for the open hearings is yet to be
mloht not be aware of.
world.
,
set.
.'
If I read the handwriting on th~ ~expect that ~tudent government.· I have presented the issue, if.'
wall correctly, the yearbook will not
h we know It Will ~n t;>e B: thing of have not .addressed your concerns·
be the last to go ..In this age of the. past as usel~ institutions and about thiS project, call 385-1440
zero-base budgeting more and t elr trappings bite the dust. It and I .will attempt to do $0.
.
"'.
may not happen today, too many The State Board will make a final
~re hitherto sacred traditions are people have vested interests in vole on the pavill()n In October· If
~~~?~~estioned .. More and more their institutions and rnanystlllthevote
Is for the pavilion students
t'e!!'!g vctf'Vi,out, of think there is something holy about .will work closelywiththe architects
elgnty V.ery S~~yStuhrnereso.\'I~- hol·ectmeco
mlng ql~eens.and student selected to insurestiJdEmt'sneoos
I
'.' •
'
pavllon
e.
ons. l ' t s time to. put are met.
ssue Will be decided. Butnot by democracy and freedom otcholce
"
Rob Perez
you or the future students of BSU,to
work and start choosing really
.
ASBSU I'residerlt
though the bulk of the cost wlll be ~lng,
,',
o
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China-Vi.tncm
Cant From P• 2

.

I was in SaIgon- by then renamed
Ho O'!i Minh Clty- on september
10, 1975, when a law was decreed
and immediately enforced to crack
down on hoarders, black marketeers, currency speculators and
oth~r such crooks. Even though

There were no executions In SaIgon Whatever China's Intentions, Its
border dispute With Vietnam.
under the .Vietnamese oommunlsts tactics could not help but rekindle
According to Vietnamese foreign"
as there had been In. sttan9hal . Vietnamese memories of a thou- .. ministry officials, China elevated
when Mao's forces took charge.
sand years of Chinese occupation in
the OVerseas Chinese problem from
Since then, Vietnam nes eoeount- the past 50 invasion attempts In
an Internal Vietnamese affair Into
ered similar resistance to Its more recent centuries.
Today
an International Incident.
The
eoonomlc reforms ....and from. the Vletnamese· officials state that
Vietnamese say they tried to treat
same kind of mer.chant class-as
propaganda broadcasts from Pothe problemas one "inherited fro[l
the Chinese themselves experleno- king predict inevltablewar
behistory," not as a matter of
ed after the ..trlumph of their tween China and Vietnam, that
national chauvinism, and urged
revolution.
...
Peking is urging Vietnamese of
Peking to negotiate the matter "In
Having fought for national unity Chinese origin to "leave Vietnam
"oonformitywith the interest of both
and for fundamentsl social and as soon as possible."
peoples on the basis of. the
economic change for 30 years There 'areother
disquieting
principleS of equality and mutual
against the Americans and French,-aspects of China's current hoStility
respect in International relations."
were the Vietnamese then expected toward Vietnam. Tens of thouThe most pressing question now
to exempt residents of Chinese sands of persons of Chinese origin
before the tIM) nations Is whether
origin from nationalization, land nave fled cambodia to Vietnam
the cold war of words will escalate
reform and other measures - all on recentiy, and many more are the
through increasingly severe border
the grounds of friendship with victims of severe persecution by ctashes into a hot war of weapons.
China? Or did Peking,as the the Khmer Rouge. But no word of As one senior Vietnamese diplomat
Vietnamese suspect, expect such reproach for the Khmer Rouge is " recently told me, "We greatly"
special treatment simply because heard from Peking.
Instead, value our friendship with China,
Olina is a major power with 20 applying a double standard, PekIng but we value our Independence stili
times Vietnam's population?
supports the cambodians in their
more."

Chinese - not becaUse of their
race, but becausa of the nature of
the trade many Chinese followed tens ot thousands of Cholon-Chlnese demonstrated In the streets In
favor of the reform measures.· The
sltuatlon recalled the similar one in
Shanghai .25 yearS earlier, when
the Chinese-after Chiang's defeal
- introduced similar measures to
deal with black marketeers, but
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Your.Molenocr's
Representatives
on Campus
I

Pat

.[

Choose From.
Our Selection of

Diamond Jewelry

Rick
6h7.

~1

/Ill

Watches

Jewelers

Earrings.
Pendants'
and much more
1207 BROADWAY
ONE OF YOUR "STuDENT
BUYING POWER CARD"
REPRESENTATIVES-'
2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF BRONCO
STADIUM

Are you one of those solid-steel
people who brave wind, rain, and
an occasional mugger to jog
through Julia Davis Park at 6:30
, a.m.? Do you find yourself picking
hailstones out of your hood in
winter and gnats out of your teeth
In .summer after a pleasant,
mld-afternoonrun?
If so, this
article is dedicated to you, the
moving millions of Americal
If you have ever known a runner,
or are one yourself,
you've
probably experienced that fierce
dedication to hitting the path at
least once a day, a oommon
symptom of joggermanla
I've

heard a couple of reasons for this,
but though I'm an avid runner, I
couldn't explain It. I used to view
the sweat-suited bodies running
down the river road with the same
attitude I had toward go-go boots:
jogging was a fad that would wear
off with maturity and sore muscles.
So, It was an exceptional day,
whether anyone else knew It or not,
when I finally was persuaded to try
running by a saffron January
evening and lots of unexpected
spring air.
Theflrst run, like the first step (if
anyone can remember thatl) Is the
hardest. The distance from the
Towers Residence Hall to the
footbridge and back Is just under a
mile, I'm told, but that day I felt.
like I was taking the back roads to

r......·.·.·...,.·. ....·........
·........
·....DOC;S ..·BOO·j(·:·FA·R·M........·...............
i

Everything For Your Student Book Needs
From History To Philosophy

l
i '..

. .

.

Rhode Island. There Is a certain
feeling of pride' after making that
first trip, though, that. stays with
you (especially for someone who
passed high school girls' PE only
on the good graces of her teachers),
and so I tried it again the next day.
For the next two Weeks, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday afternoons
would find me stumbling to and
from the'ootbridge,
mumbling,
"just a little further" like a senile
cheerleader. Of. course, by then
the weather had decided to
winterize again, but I just zipped
up my red sweat jacket over
thermal underwear and baggy
jeans and kept slashing on. At that
point. I realized I was . hooked.
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
runs became daily routine and I
began to think of myself as a
runner.
Little by little, I acquired the
standard gear--jogging
shorts,
sweat socks, Nikes and T-shirts. I
also beg.an to experience some of

~=:==:==:~::========~~~!:I.I:I~~~~~~~~~~*~~
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really appreciate. I've been chased
h~ys~at~yaruMercan
-through
Julia Davis by hungry, looking German Shepherds,-Bwooped at by angry black birds, eyed by
the docks at Anne Morrison· (they
really don't give a damn as long as
you aren't heading fqrthe water),
and propositioned by more than a
few beer-drinking rafters as" I
jogged along the river.
I've
-learned the fine art of sprinkler
dodging on warm, August mornings,and even had a rendezvous
with a tail, blonde runner I met
along the path one day. I've known
the agony of trying to run an hour
after finishing a huge lunch of
quiche lorraine, and the ecstasy of
running on a desserted night
highway, when the only view for
miles Is a shower of ·stars. It's
times like that night keep me
going.
.
As you can probably tell, I think
running Is a groat form of exercise,

~...............................................................................................................

-INC.-

ontem· crary Clothin for the·
ontempora
V u
Featurin Brand N' mesC lifornialvy • OZ 8, lightning Bolt
E-Z·Street • Happy legs • A. Smile
·8th st Marketplace

405 South 8th Street .SuiteB-lll

Boise"

.Cont P. 10

European

Motots Inc.
Specializing in
,VW, Porsche,
·Audi,

Repairs
& Sales
69~f&"fI

the Experts'

RUdy Quallio

Owner-Mgr.
8-rhe
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ENTERTfli NMENT
Dsti

I

tesque, and very, very funny; In
one scenehe gobbles down a whole
hamburger In one bite, an act
which must be seen to be believed.
DJ'1ald Sutherland also turns In a
fine (if brief) performance - as a
cynical, dope-smoking English
instructor trapped In the stuffy
academic environment of mythical
Farber College (a statue of Emil
Farber is shown, at the beginning
of the film, with an attached plaque
bearing the memorable Inscription
(Knowledge is Good'.').
For the benefit of anyone who
hasn't heard about the plot of
"Animal House" (there must be a
fewof you), it runs as follows: the
year is 1962 ("the last year of the
fifties" according to director John
landis) and the administration of
Farber College in connivance with
Farber, College's version of the
All-American Kids, the Omega
Fraternity, Is attempting to expell
Belushl's fraternlty, the gross and
slovenly Deltas, from the campus.
That's it, that's all there is to it, but
it serves as a nearly perfect vehicle
for Belushi.
If you' haven't seen "Animal
House" yet, go see It. It's the best
thing to hit town In months.

.:.

- -,.",

...., ....,
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manuscripts wlil be published in.
the bound and copyrighted anthology ••American Collegiate Poets. "
Contest rules and restrictions are '
as follows:
(1) Any student is eligible to
submit his verse.
(2). All entries must be typed,
double spaced, on one side of the
page only. Each poem must be on
a seperate sheet and must bear, in
the upper left hand corner, the
name and address of the student as
well as the college attended. Put
name and address on envelope
also.
(3) All entries must be original
and unpublished.
.

Now'
Playing
Aurora

(4) There are no restrictions form
or theme. Length of poems up to
, fourteen lines. Each poem must
have a separate title.
(5) The judges' decision will be
final. No info by phone.
(6) Entrants should keep a copy of
all entries as they cannot· be
returned. Prize winners and all
authors awarded free, publication
rights for accepted poems. Foreign
language poeinS welcome.

Dancing
Thur-Sat
.Lunches

9:00-1 PM

Serving
11:30-2:30

Dinner

(7) There Is an initial one dollar
registration fee for the first entry
and a fee of fifty cents for each
additional poem. It is requested to
submit no more than ten poems per
entrant.
.

5-9

Banquet & Party Facilities

(8)
All entries
must be
.postmarked no later than October
.31, 1978 and fees must be paid by
cash, check or money order to: '
International Publications
4747 Fountaine Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90029

5-:6:30

612 West Idoho

Bronco's Are Number 1
rrSGT. PEP:p.ER'S
LONELY HEARTS

rn CLUB BAND""

A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
CllIly at 7:30 & 9:45

It was the Deltas
against th~ ruBes•••

the rules lost!
NJW'lfiHJU,'

LAII••••
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. Tired Of 52.65A.nd' The Some Old Thing?

Need a Part-time job' with good income
(about $4.00/hr. or more) ,flexible hours
and real·business experience that -can put
you one step ahead of the others at graduation?
Internship Credit (3) Also Available

L..
Northwestern Mutual Lif~
k '''If eo,"h.&fyy
Iionw
·~h& Quiet Companyrr 31'1-0210

s@

lity
Outdoor Clothing,

6' Equipment·
Stop out and see us'at the
Overland Park Plozo
We corry only the. FINESTequipment for:

hiking,.ski-fouring, running, backpacking,
and white-water adventuring.

HEAVEN,!

CAN WAIT

Choose From Manufocturefs Such As:
The North Face, Camp 7, Kelty, Jansport, Powderhorn, Sunbuster,
Woolrich, CB Sports, Plvetta. Trappeur, Converse. Brooks, Etonlc, Tred 2,
Ec..oyPlder. PnoenLy_ SEDA,Hc5!!Qwf9nn; CaffiPwoy,s, RQ.<;.o;!ano!. Trak;
lovett Noronna, Excel, Vuomet, & R/JlnbowSandals

WARREN JULIE
BEATIV CHRISTIE

MATINEES DAllY AT
2:15, 4:15, 6:15, 8:15 & 10:15

An In a Rolaxed' & Comwrhlble Almosphero!
•

-'

•

10~1 OVC'rlC'ln(J
ro

•

Mon thruFd t.1II9:00
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American ,Collegiate Poets An-thology International Publications
is sponsOring a National College
Poetry Contest. It is open to all
college and university students
deserving to have their poetry
anthologized. Cash prizes ranging
from $10Q-$10 will go to the top five
poems.
Also, all accepted

Tue.- Ladie's Giggle Hour

PETER FRAMPTON

4

-'",-"-',:;.

For Poets ONLY

lit

by Chuck Bufe
Amazing ...
there's actually a
good movie playing in Boise. I had
almost given up hope and resigned
myself to a year of hacking to
pieces the likes of "SOn of the
Texas Chainsaw Massacre" and
"Lassie Meets Godzilla," but the
Overland Park has (at . least
temporarily) saved me from such a
fate by showing "Animal House."
Surprisingly, "Animal House" is
not a satiric movie; It's straight
humor. What little social/political
relevancy It has comes from it's
choice of villains .; brown-nosing,
upper-class frat rats, unctuous
administrators, and ROTC Nazis.
It Is, however, extremely funny,
but the humor In It consists mainly
of slapstick, sight gags, and
dialogue concerning bodily functions. It's very well done, though,
and doesn't get tiring.
One of the reasons "Animal
House" works so well :s its fast
pace; unlike many comedies and
farces, "AnImal House" Is tightly
edited and contains virtually rio
excess material. Another reason It
works is its casting; John Belushi
stars and is the animal. Belushl's
. performance is outraqeous, gro-
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DOISE GALLERY

OF ART
The September through May
offering of free Wednesday Night
Programs at the Boise Gallery of
Art will begin again on. Wednesday, Sept 13at 8 pm. The program
is beginning Its fourth year of
offering music, poetry readings,
dance, lheatre,art
films and

lectures, and panel discussions to department and Music departthe public at no charge.
ment, and the Charles Wright
The previous three years were Poetry Series memorial. It is the
made possible through generous Gallerys intention to maintain a
support of the Idaho Commission policy of free admission.
on the Arts. The 1978-79 year,
The Wednesday Night Program
however, received a large reduo- schedule will be published weekly
tlon in ICA support. In response, in the Idaho Statesman and
the Gallery has developed consor-. broadcast througl] the media's
tiurns with various community arts public service announcements, and
groups in an attempt to continue . can also be obtained at the Boise
the quality presentations. These Gallery of Art. For information,
groups include the BSU English call Boise Gallery of Art,345-8330.

by Mark C. Brough
(1) Hale, Hawks, Charley, and
Duke were characters on what
program?
(2) Why did Olivia de Havilland
break her engagement to Montgomery Clift in "The Heiress"
(Para. 1949)?
(3) .Name the National League
pitchers who won at least twenty
games in 1968.
.
(4) Who-sang: A) Badge B) All
Along the Watchtower
C)
SornethingStupid
D) Wild Night
E) OneTin Soldier .F)For What It's
Worth.
,
(5) What did Pete Dixon teach at
Walt Whitman High School?,

(6) Martha Hyer, Jack Kruschen,
and Anita. Ekberg appeared' In
which Abbott and Castello movie?
(7) Who read the role of U.S.
Marshal Matt Dillon on the radio
version of "Gunsmoke"?
(8) Whicl;l of Wilt Chamberlain's
teammates handed out twenty
assists, March 2, 1962, the night
., The Big Dipper" scored a record
100 points?
. (9) Who moderated the first 1V
debate' between Presidential candidates John F. Kennedy and
Richard M. Nixon in 1960?
10) How many movies bearing
one-word titles have won Oscars as
"Best Picture"?

at S
th.e happy-est legs
in town
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Il'ggl'd, Ilar;uwt'r
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by Happv
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stvles In

wuolor

I umor SILl'S Skl'tchl'd:
III ~rl'V twtvd.

each of which is matted and
labeled.
.
Included are Indian miniature
paintings and manuscripts and
18th century Ohlnesa woodcuts,
etchings, lithographs, serigraphs,
and mezzotints
by renowned
contemporaries including Saito,
Tajima, MakI,Amano, Azechi, and
Wa~arai.
'
The University Gallery- will be
open Sept 25 from 10.am to 8 pm
and Sept 26 from 9 am to 4 pm.

Joggerama.

Clone Dend

Ll'gs .. suaighr-.

.It tIlt' .lnkll'.

A collection of 'nearly eight
hundred pieces of oriental art,
Including master works of the 18th
and 19th centuries,as
well as
contemporary
works, will be
displayed at the Boise State
University Gallery Sept 25-26.
Offered by Marson, Ltd., .of
Baltimore, the display includes
works from Japan, China, India,
Tibet and Thailand. Prices begin at
$5 for the prints and draWings,

pricpl

.icr vl«. blends,

11ll' Illl'IlSW('.l[

Stltclll'd-doWIl

look

pk.u s.

but toner] b.x k-porkr-t .
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(CPS)-The scene may not have
exactly colncided with the .ones In' for mind and body, For me, it's a
the movies, but music promoter time when I can run away from my
dally routine, and run to a meeting
Danny O'Day scurried nervously
from hospital room to hospital room with my thoughts and daydreams- .
It-s a physical
on September t. Sure enough, the 'even' prayers.
bandaqes . were slowly removed accomplisbment I can be proud
from the faCesof the five patients of-but there is a catch. Once you
find yourself gelling Into 'better
'until they were finally revealed:
Elvis Presley, Jim Morrison, Janis physlcal condltlon, you may, like
me, start thinking about tryi/lg
Joplin and Jim Croce;
your luck at other sports. This
Well, sort of; In fact the people semester I'm taking a beginning
who'd just undergone plastic .tennis class, and on weekend
surgery were volunteers whose real mornings (barring rain and tornado
names have yet to be released.
warnings) you might see me
After recuperating from operatlons bouncing a tennis ball on the face of
that made three of them look Ilke my racket twenty-five times, or
Morrison, Joplin, and Croce - two hitting it against the backboard. I
chose Presley faces - they'll launch haven't played a set with anyone
a 41-performance musical tour yet-thought I'd wait until I can
through the southeast.
.
beat the backboard.
And, yet,
O'Day calls the resulting show regardless of rain or tornado
"Rock and Roll Heaven," bi!ling it warnings, I can still be seen
as "a non-stop review of people's 'running everyday, hopefully, for a
deceased heroes."
lonq.tlme to come!

STARTS

T

lid T

He led his blond giants
against the Indian warriors
who ruled America!

LEE MAJORS'as

I~~
CORNEL WILDE
as Ragnar
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Dock in the U.S~S.A.

Phoenix and saw the following:

saine pervert had murdered·three
small children and had left the

bodies on the Southern Pacific
tracks where they were .dIsmembered by a passing train. One of
the local statlcns (KOOL, I believe)
had full-<Xllorclose-ups of deputies
denizens by being a first-rate
putting the chunks of flesh Into'
"tourist attraction."
garbage bags. The same news
·FREE ENTERPRISE - Part IV: '. dspartment - actually all of the TV
Meanwhile the media/advertising
news departments In Phoenix assault upon the English language. refused to air any coverage' of
continues. While riding my bike
former Republican Senator Paui
through Julia Davis Park a couple
Fannin's drunk driving case until it
of weeks ago, I came upon one of
was uncovered by the New Tlmes;lt
KBCl's vehicles; upon its door
- and all others - also refused to
panel was emblazoned the followair any ofthl:lIRE series (following
lng: "Your kind of people, Your
the gangland-style
murder of
kind of news." Think about that
reporter Don Bolles) detailing links
for minute. That slogan is totally
between the Arizona Republican
mea(lingless.
It could be read" by
Party I business community and the
me, by Mormon businessmen, by . mafia. But such conduct is only to
Catholic priests, by 16' year old
be expected from corporate jourgirls, etc., etc., Is KBCI' news all
nallsts.

having existed a rOOm 25 years; the
Mormons are' 150 years holler than
the Moonles; the Lutherans 300
. ,years holler than the' Mormons;
and the Catholics 1500 years holler
than the Lutherans. But let's stop
therel
By the same token,
Buddhism is nearly. a rnlllenlum
holler than catholicism, and God
alone knows how much holler
Hinduism is than Buddhism. If we
were to take that argument to its
logical extreme, we would (at least
in the good 01' U.S.S.A.)all end up
by Chuck sure
running around in tennis shoes and
It is with relief that one learns that bed sheets, chanting "Hare Krishthe College' of -Cardinals has na, " and attempting to sell incense
elected .a' new Pope.
The in shOpping centers' parking lots.
breakdown of publlc morality
all people,
'or have
they
caused by the death of Paul VI has "FREE
ENTERPRISE:
Rapist things
merely tocome
up with
a catchy
finally ended; God' has
new turned "revolutionary"
turned
slogan to suck people into watching
representative on Earth and we born-again Christian
Eldridge
the half hour of tripe they present
need no longer be threatened by Cleaver hasopened a clothing store nightly ss news? .The question
the ghastly spectre of bestiality, in Hollywood and recently Intro- . answers Itself. KBCI's, like all of
public nudity, and fornication in duced the long-'awaifed "Clea- the other TV news departments In
the streets.
vers" - men's pants with a town, is into "react journalism": If
To forestall such grisly possibili- codpiece-like arrangement on the someone gets smeared allover the
ties In the future, the Church would front to hold male genitalia ..
freeway, go out and cover it; If the
do well to reinstate a centuries old, Eldridge sent two pairs of his $30 governor makes a statement, go
but long dlscontlnued practice: it slacks to evangelist Ruth Carter out and cover it; if the mayor is
should elect two Popes - the Stapleton for her 13 year old son; accusedof molesting small children
facilities at Avignonare still intact Stapleton reportedly replied with a go out and cover it; etc., etc., etc.
and awaiting a new occupant. Such hearty "right on" ... Aaack...gag... That's the main reason I'ye qult
a course of action would provide Pardon me, I think I'm gonna he watching TV news and have
the faithful with a large amount of sick.....
relegated my TV set to the role of
cosmic Insurance, and one can but
platform for a group of potted
. imagine the Immense spiritual "FREE ENTERPRISE-Part
II:
plants.
benefits which would be derived Cosmetique 666 in New York has
All things considered, though, the
should God have not one, but two introduced "Gay Bob... the world's
TV news In Boise isn't very bad. A
representatives on this planet.
first gay doll. .. complete with
couple ofvears
aQO
I visited
Of course it can be 'objected that it flannel shirt, jeans & .cowboy
is not' the Pope, but Spencer boots, and a closet Which he can.
"Bonzo" Kimball Who has the come out of." This small bit of the
direct line to "the Big Man American Dream can be yours for
upstairs."
Unfortunately that only eighteen 'dollars.
objection runs headlonq into the
. .
traditional argument that "the "FREEENTERPRISEPart iii: It
church·could not have existed.for so was with gratification that I learned
many centuries had not God that.even. in death the Vicar of
. ordained' it." Using that "logic" - ROme served his adopted metropothe equation of holiness with lis. It was heartening to learn that
'Iongewity - one inescapably reach- Paul VI's body, according to a
es the following conclusions: .tne .recent AP, dispatch, was .serving
MOOllies are hopeless neophytes, the eoonomlc interests of that city'S

a

a

"STILL .
MORE
FREE
ENTERPRISE:
Carl· Elier, archreactionary owner of KTAR-TV in
Phoenix (also primary stockholder
in a company producing. visual
pollution
of another sort -billboards,... which during the late
sixties
put up ads reading
"Beautify Arnerlca: Get a Hair- .
cut," a slogan which dro'J~ me to
vandalism; . they had another,
picturing a cop giving mouth-tomouth resuscitation to a small boy,
with the caption "Some Call Him
Pig" - I saw one of those to which
wag had added In spray paint
"Some Call Him Pervert")
has
unfortunately, through a merger,
become a member of the board of .
directors of the Gannett corporation.
HOpefully, through sheer
weight of numbers, his malignant
influence will be dissipated to some
extent (Gannett, as If any of you
didn't know, owns The Statesman).

a
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latest Styles

* Offering
*

10% Discount
.to BSU'Students
layaway 20% Down

1032 Broadway
1 Block South of Staduim

With a new hairstyle, designed
exclusively for you. by the Imagemaker.
Come In and find out how we can help
you be yourself in the best
possible way ..
APPOINTMENTS. Day &. Evening.
or a Complimentary
Consultation

336'9111
11
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STICKS
BREAI<

" Id' 'Hoc'ky'" FiIe
,'.

met thirteen playerS 'When the
.'
,Opening hockey practice begal1 on
'sept
6th. Six players return ,from
The ,Boise 'State FJeld Hockey lasHall's team while the balance of
team aI'e preparing themselves for the team will be largely freshmen.
the BSUlnvltationaJ oct 6-7.
experienced returning players
Coach Jayne Van wassenhove
I.nclude juniors, ~na
McCurdy,

.

,

SOfT SERVEYOGURT
Yummy, yummy,
for vourfummv,
eaff on your money

CHOW NOW DRIVE INN
1905 Broadwav ,1273 S. Orchard
.

A'ND STONES

MA'v

MY BONES.••DEF!T- ',"

Shari, Ward,' Treva ,Hunt, Twyla
A~dhockey Is In full swing, after
Bulcher, and Phyllis Dupras.
spending two' days In the gym
SChenk, sophomore from becallse of tropical storm Norman.
Rupert; also WIll bring her year's
Jane Van 'W8sSenhoW, coach of
varsity experience to the team.
the SQuad, put the
through
Coach Van W8Ssenhove sees a skills work, with the sroooth floor
"young but Improving team this
providing an 'easier surface to
fall- the six returning players give
practice on; , .;
.
us a gQOd nucleus to build, around.
leadership Is new to Twyla
I expect a good season and we're
, Bulcher, her first two years on the
excited about the up-coming
squad" she and the other women
Invitational Tournament on OCtowere able to depend on the likes of
ber 6th."
Elaine Elliot and Patti Kreps for
Teains from WSU, University of
Idaho, NNC, and Brigham Young
University WIll gather at BSU for
that two day tourilarnent. Coach
Van Wassenhove expects the
teams to provide tough, but evenly
matched competition.
Ten new players and three
veterans are having dally practices
with BSU's new women's volleyball
coach, Kendra Falen.
The Volleyball team Is preparing
for the University, of ftlaho "Tune
Up"
Invitational
Sept 23.
According to Coach Kendra Falen,
the tournament will enable her to
spot the teams weaknesses and
- correct .them before league play
begins. The tournament will also
serve as a means to take a look at
the new freshmen.
Returning from last years tearn for
Falen, will be Missy" Bennett,
Susan Vietti and Janet Emery.
Junior College transfers Include
Debby Sparks, Gall Hamby, Kathy
Faggleston and Vicki Barnett.
Falen said, "I suppose this Is the
-well-known 'building' year,but the
freshmen out are very talented, we
have seVeral strong JC transfer
students, and three veterans
around which to build this tearn.'
, We're looking gOOd,working hard,
and anticipating the.season opener
the 23rd at the University, of
,Idaho.

suzan

women

' Y.bQ,II
VoII_,

The ASBSUPrograms Board Proudly Presents:
Ingmar

Bergman's

eRES
N
!

I

Starring

liv Ullmann

Possibly 'Bergman's best film ever,
Cries and Whispers transcends the
limits of the 'medium to become'
'a true work of art.

In The Student UnionBallroom
.
Sept. 13 at 7:00PM
Swedish with English Subtitles

II

thel~lp.
"Now It's up to the
seven returners to help them the
r:leW girls along, WIth strategy and
help the coach."
",' ,
Van Wsssenhovesald her team
will be traveflng five weekends In a
row, often leaving on Thursday.
,The teamwlll be traveling to BYU,
Eug€:l8, and Pullman among other
places.

MARA THON (WOOO]MAN
DEPARTMENT

Look fora successful season this
year from Basil Dahlstrom's
cross-country team. First, there's
twelve wOmen out this year,
compared to five last year. ' Second,
they'll be wprldngon their own,
rather than splitting time working
with the men as they did last year.
The girls are up to ,50 miles a
week running, after ten .days of
training. Basil cites Beth Rupprect
of Aler, JQdy and Judy smith o,f
Ontario, and Boise's Bastian as
early season standouts. All are
new to college cross-country, but
he stili feels BSU should rank In the
top six In the region.
Judy and Jody Smith would be
the easiest two to spotln the field
I"!Jnnlngfor BSU. Their mark Is the
fact that they're twins.
Having
financial aid grants, both now feel
that now there's more meaning to
running in college. "You're there
to run," J,udy said. The freshmen
twins run and work together and
thoughts of, parting' to different
sctiools didn't even cross their
minds. "Mom wouldn't let us,"
Jody, said. lJley'll be two big
reasons the cross country team Is
as 'suocessful as Basil predicts.
WE'RE JUST STARTING DEPT.
Official ,wol"k-outs and tearn
meetlngs for gymnastics and
basketball get underway, Monday,
Sept. 21.

Cross-<;ountry"
The BSUwomen's cross-country
team begins its second season with
twice the number of aspiring
runners at dally work-outs as the
'n tearn had. Fall of19n,wtllch'
Was the team's Initial year of
organization, there vias a: total of
five women, while there are
presently twelve practicing,
Coach Basil Dahlstrom said, "I'm
, really pleased 'with ,the tum-out
both In terms, of numbers and
talent. I expect'betterteamquality
this year and we'll definitely have
more depth."

Cindy Jorgensen, a junior from
Boise, Is the team's only returnee
this season. Alice Myers, Rupert,
comes to the team from the 1978
track squad, and she also played on
the varsity field, hockey tearn last
fall. tesne Bastian, Boise junior, Is '
new to distance running but has
competed on the Bronco women's
gymnastics and tennis teams .
The first meet of the season will
be the Pelleur Invitational Meet at
Whitworth
,College,
Spokane,
washington, on Sept 23rd.

This winter the Bootworks is proud to again be offering the finest
cross country ski boot made.
'

Norrona Ski Boots
1. Stitched Norwegian seam (does not have the potential for
delamination like some molded boots)
2., Leather insoles
3. Solid steel shank for torsional stiffness
4. Steel insert in toes.
5. Lined or unfilled
6. Can be resoled anytime by any cobbler

a

.' If-you 1;ve out .yf.town,- send 'uS
po~tcaid
and we will send you our literature, on ,the finest ski shoe in the world.
• Epoke Skis • Asnes Skis. Toppen Skis, 0 Trucker Skis 0 Normark Sj<ls
• Ramer,Blndings ., Rottefella Bindings o Exel,Poles
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State SronOos,andltoootd
-come', magic of .Sroim stadium will be 1970 when the Bronco's lost in
california 27·14.
down to who can soorethemostcalled
on onceagaln. '
Kickoff is at 7:30 p.m, MDT In
polntsln .the shortest period, of
BoIse State has played Long
time.
Perhaos the last second Beach Stateonoe before, that In BroncO Stadium.
Another member of the PCAA
f'lferenoe, Long BeachS@te,
mas .to 8ronco Stadium this
turdaY,and according to Criner,
:l 4gers will be one of the best
~ Boise State has ever played.
- "ley have been tabbed, along with
other BSU opponent this season,
In Jose State,
favorites to wi n
e PCM title.
Head coach Dave Currey brings
a pro style passing attack that
ld the ninthbest aerial yardage in
e nation last year, in spite of
Impillng only a 4-6 record last
sar, But that. record was a result
: a young tearn playing quality
>mpetitlon. This year's team Is
lerefore loaded with experience
ICludlng16 returning starters.
Long Beach State featuring their
nejunlorquarterbackPaulMcGafgao, completed 11 of 20 passes for
38 yards' and 1 touchdown In a
:>-0 Win over Southwest louisiana
1St weekend.
McGafflgan has
3Veralcapable receivers In flanker
'ernon, Henry" spilt end Tony"
I1addoCks, the leading receiver in
,e PCMlast year with 35 catches
Jr410 'yards and 3 touchdowns,
nd 6-6, 225 pound tight end Jim
ilcCluskey,secondleadlngreceiver
, thePCM
last season with 33
eceptlons.
'"
"

as

I:j';'
I;:

defense.
The young 4ger defense wlll'have
its hands full against Boise State's '
two-pronged attack. The Broncos.:.
rebuilt offensive IIne,"'led by MarkV\'
Villano, Bob Markovich and DOug'i',':~
MacLead, seems headed for ' "
greatness if it can repeat ,'It's
performance of the Fullerton game.
The rushing of a rejuvenated Fred
Goode and the flashy Cedric
Minter, along with the power
running of fullback David Hughes;
will severely test the 4ger's defense
.on the ground.
The pinpoint
passing of junior Hoskin Hogan to
Lonnie Hughes, Lance La Shelle
and the rugged Webb Spahr will
test Cal State's secondary to the
utmost.
"This will be a very tough game
for us," Jim Criner said. ' "Long
Beach State has 16 starters back,
two outstanding quarterbacks and
great receivers. This game will
provide a severe test for our
defensive secondary,
'
Long Beach State Is an explosive
team and they love to throw, the
ball. With the four top receivers In
the PCAA last season at Long
Beach State, we will have to be
ready for the air attack at all
times." Criner said.
,This could well be the toughest

F

Mixer For 18 &' Under
No Alcohol Allowed
Disco From 9:00
By BRIAN
Admission 2.00

Friday Sept 15th

Mardi Gras

615 So. 9th

Backing up Henry at flanker Is a gg~ame~~of~t~h~e
~seaso~~"~f~Or~!th~e~Bo~lse~,.J~!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
Ron Johnson,a
JC r'
ransfer who caught a 64-yard .
ouchdown pass last Saturday In his
QUALlTY,REFERENCE,
, Irst playas a 4ger. He has 9.5
TECHNICAL
Be SCHOLARLY
_ ipeed In the 100'and4.4 spead in
BOOKS
AT
SAVINGS
Of
he 40.
,
50% TO 85% OfF ORIGINAL
:redshirt freshman Ron Settles had
m yards on '13 carrtestast saturday
,PUBUSHED PRICES
md holds down one running back
spot in the Pro-Set"offense, Senior
:lluck ,Benbow returns at the other
'unning back spot for Long' Beach
Nhich has produced the likes of
Leon Burns and Terry Metcalf for
.the NFL at that position.
As much offensive power as Long
Beach boasts, Coach Currey insists
that he stresses defense, because'
defense wins the games. Currey
has six starters returning on
defense, anchored by noseguard,
Reggie Belanger, tackle Phil
,
Lombardo and weak linebacker
I2Ei!1JIff";fo'4t~~iWR
__ i"'a't$M)w4Bi4\t#i\J\l$-$~
tIt4.arkFata.
The entire secondary is much
~
improved for the 4gers, and weak
safety Ervin Cobbs, has made the
difficult switch from wide receiver
to the secondary with great
success.
He made' a critlcal
interception to stop a, Southwest
pLoulsiana scoring drive late in the
game last weekend.
The kicking game is also better '
than lest year with Ralph Petroslan,
now a sophomore and hattdllng.all •.
the plaoements. Roger Lockie, a
transfer
from Pasadena City
College, has nailed down the
punting Joband perfor~
well In
,Is first game last saturday.
The4ger's are coming off a 1Q.O
IletoryoverSouthlflestern louisiana
Jlayed In near hurricane conditions.
Ille weather obviously aided the
:iefense, so It has yet to be really
ested, but the offense also has yet
o unleash it's lightning attack.
If the defense does indeed win
lames, the Boncos may hold, an
()
ldge. The pass rush from Doug
icott, Dennis, Brodin and' Bob
::atirera, pius, the blitzing af
inebackers Bob Macauley and
Mille Beamon should keep preslUre onthe4ger
quarterbacks all
light long.
The superb BSU
DC
eoondary will probably face its
:lughest test of the year saturday
light against the outstanding.

peedster,

..

peed and precisionoithe
~=~3~t~~~risetothe.','

Long

SUBJECTS BY THE DOZENS. muS BY THE HUNDREDS.
0 HISTORY0 SOCIOLOGYO ART0 ECONOMICS
0 S,'
CIENCE
0 PHILOSOPHY0 MATHEMATICS0' .EDUCATION,
0 HEALTHOSPEECH0 LAW 0 ECOLOGVDTRAVEL
'
0 POUTICALSCIENCEO RELIGION0 BUSINESS MEDICAL
0'
0"
,,' G
'ENGINEERING 0 LITERATURE
"PSYCHOLO Y
0 lANGUA.GES0 MUSIGOMORErMORE; MORE

I

ceaslonthl,s,saturdaYi or It COU"ld
,
e a long evening for the Bonco .~'_'_~
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by Tate Simmons
d
_Watch for. Notre Dame an.
Washington to slip a few notches
due to the,tr mistakes and their
opponents
lucky breaks, but
expect the former to ride the shirt

"ff~~~!!:2~~~~~~~~~~~fl~

lSHIRTS+,
I,

,

Ad

I

Witl1 tillS

.'

BSU Students

PUT ON WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY SHI:RT (1.50 Value)

I

1,000 deSigns to choose from

Good thru OCT 1, 1978
6465 Fairview Linda Vista Plaza
377-1310

··ldahOState.NOrtIlemArlzOilaga,ne

merciful thM'lasf

saturday's.

scheduledfo~ regional te&-wee"
'Boise Stat~ which, by the way,
wetl.
must make ' the scored more points than any other
sacrifice, right Jerry? •.whlle Jerry
I-AA team saturd8y against FullerIs wiping the tears from hlseyes,ton.
f~,'
a tougher California
consider the1eaSt:
school, but that Bronco offensive
line, ohmyl
"
.
,Ill Alabamil at MiSsouri
Meanwhile, MSU bears down to
nde bY 10
'
attack a North: IJaI<ota State squad
illinois at 112Michigan
that has so far lashed the dickens
Michigan by 21
out of Weber State' and ,Northern
West Virginia' at 113 Oklahoma
Sooners by 7
Arizona; Weber State travels to
114 Arkansas at Vanderbilt
'Fresno, and it a.ln't.no pleasure
Hogs by 15
,cruise; NAU gets to play Olarles
116 Penn State at 115 Ohio State
Atlas to Idaho State's Too Skinny
Buckeyes, by 4 '
Md<;
Portland State can let Its
Miami (Flj at 117 Colorado
Bulfsby 12
pa,.'lSingattack loose after frustra1/8 Texas (belch) at Rice
tlonagalnst
NAU; and, well,
ex-Campbell Horns by 21
Idaho's at Washington State.
119USC at Oregon
. A little further off, UNLV hosts
Trolans by 14
.
Reno and shows It really does
, 1110 Texas A&M Is Idle
belong In the WAC; 'Mass tests its
1198 Solnks over 111 All
TKO In the tenth
mettle against always-testy Villanova; . J~kson State stomps on
by Jerry Richards
Prairie View; and South Carolina
State shows Its northern neighbors
'
The only thl~g that kept my 9-0 who's boss.
record last week from becoming a
This week's picks:
less-than-perfect
9-1 was the

"someone

tails of 'another opportunist 'after
saturday, back Into the Tap 10. ,
I speak, of course; of.thePenn
State-Ohlo 'State tussle this weekend,' which 'will go, to OSU,
dropping PSU from Camelot and
allowing Notre Dame to sneak back
In through the rear door.' Now, that,
isn't too hard tosw~low, Is It?
For a surer bet" look for #2
Michigan to open their season Ina
big way, expect the same fate for
Arkansas' Initial test, and go with
Colorado., Oklahoma will have
forgotten about the Stanford scare
by this weekend and will get back
to the business of holding' off
all-comers in the Big 8.
And ##1 Alabama, well [eepers.:
gang, they're. just, everyones Idea
of what a super Jearn should be.
Speaking of from ,the ,sublime to
the ridiculous, (that Includes my
3-2 record), thelucky buzzards In
the East will manage to tune Into
the Penn St...Qhio State game,
white we in the hinterlands draw a,
deuce to
ace yawning at the

fortuitous
oversight
by, some
myopic typesetter of my prediction
of Montana to smear Puget Sound.
Mayhaps, as Tate. suggested
jocula!ly,
my .work Is being
overseen by the Copy Editor In the

an

Skv,...

.,

''

Meanwhile, In the Big Sky, the
football schedule Is no more

TillE

Boise State 24, Long Beach State 21
Mont8lla State 30, NO State 17
No. Arizona 42, Idaho State, 3
Portland State 35, Mont8lla 14
Fresno State 38, Weber State 21
Wazoo 58, Idaho 0
.
, Nevada-Las
Vegas 35, NevadaReno 31
,
'
Massachusetts 21, WlIIanova 17
lehigh 37, Slippery Rock 13
'JackspnState 41, Prairie VIOYi 3
Thriller of the Week:.
So. carolina State 28, N.C. A& TV

~V()T
LITlE

BOISE~1
,PROGRESSIVE
DISCOTEOUe
Dancing & Spirits

Ask !For
MON Nuts & Bolts Party
Grcup RQ~es!
,TUE For All College students-z for 1
Draft Be~r from 7-9."

W€D

THUR

Slack Dress Code. No thoncs or T Shirts!

ladies' Night-ladies Get Half Price
Drinks. College Men Get In Half Price
With I.D.

FRI After

casey's Stick of the week: Valiantly clutching the ball, even after a
vicious clotl]esllne tackle lopped his head off five yards back,. Bronco
split end Lonnie Huges Is fl1l811yhustled to tl]e ground by Fullerton,
safety Bob McLean [30].

Hours ) fiT After Hours

. v. DRESS'.CODE
This is a DressDisco Dance Club-we do not allow levis or
Thongs or T St:lirtswithout Collars, prefering Semi Formal Attire.

,Cross ounity Embarks

- With a talSflted group, of Boise State University cross, counreturning lettermen, and some try coach Ed Joooby Is confident, his
promising underclassmen working '1978harrlers will be In the thick of
hard and Improving all the time, the Big Sky Conference title run.
Joooby ras been working on
molding his harriers Into a solid
. ~roup for the first out-of-town
competition against the University
S<EEPWARMAND DRY
of Washington In seattle on Sept.
(1) Warm Down Vests and Coats •• Waterproof Clothing
30. He believes In his athletes
e,nsulatsd Boots It Carhart Work CIoUles
training together' to attain a team
approach for competition.
R>. 511
A S"..!.' I """ C
'
ACcording to Jacoby, this year's
Vi1
'IiiI
Wille 5 v anteGns
, squad is making steady progress
Meat SackI
6Q· cnd up
and turning In times comparable to
Emergency Space Blanket '1.88
those of his Big Sky championship
CtmiP CandJes.
1'·
~.,
10 oz.
team of 1976, at this point In the
01 Water Purification Tablets. 9S·
, ", before
training season •
wfI ...... r
P"Int.
4'"
Available
' ,',
, treatment'
B
J
maki
............. ""l:f"..,
CANVAS.TARPS'
uti acoby Is , " ngno
GI SternO Fuel
1S· U- aII!IiI-i
1!!tpredictions for this tearn, saying
FIrst AId Kits, Wedges " $ledges
~
"we stili. have a long ways to go,
Eetwlng ROCK PICKS and AXES
but I'm pleased with the talent and
lCamouflage;
desire we have."
SURPLUS
Suits
i;,
Eight lettermertrElturn this fall,
01 PLYWOOD
f',
led by senior Scott Blackburn,
PACK FRAME
Camouflage
junior Karl Knapp and Junior
sa
Ovel"ClllIs.,
Barry BoettCher. That threesome
Is closely' pursUed by senior Mike
Henrv, who Is really a half-miter

" CAMPERS&\ IMmIS HUDQUAmH

Camouflage
Netting

nus

..

,CAM OUFLAGE

RAIN SUITS

$

88'&up

$ Vinyl Pol)Choo

'1GO & Ufl

" 100% Wool"
88&Up

L

.;__...

15"

#~'

,~344~3~:
"I'

IELII DA'GS

--_----~----IIi1-----------~-.---II,"

SURPLUSPAHTS
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30th and Fairv~w

:II~~ALLS

BrOwse i1le8:30-5:30Mon.Il1:USal.
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but running "very

tough at this

~~:=;~~~iTIn~O~~%~
Mulhern; and, freshmen

Tom

Rolhenberge(and JiJn Llntlerborn •

I

'J

September 17th thruSeptember 27th

Monday 18
MEMBERSHIP
MEETiNG,
Boise Little
Theater,
8 p.m.
Everyone
welcome;

Sunday 24
BOISE PUBLIC LIBRARY,
through May, 1979.

Wednesday 20

open

1:00-5:00

KTVB* CHANNEL 7: The Big Event, "The
Other Side of the Mountain",
starring Beau
Bridges and Marilyn Haskett, 8 p.m,

BOISE GALLERY, OF ART:
Lecture by
Seattle Art Museum's
Egyptologist,
Mr;
Oruz-Urlba, "Introduction to the Treasures of
Tutankhamlin " , 8 p.m.
'
DEADLINE
FOR APPLICA nONS FOR
IDAHO
HISTORIC·
. PRESERVATION
.GRANTS. For Information, call' Idaho State
Historical Society, 384-2120.
pOP FILM: "Mr. Roberts".
Call 385-1223
for Information.
THE ARBITER 1#4. At Lunch.

Monday 25
Y. W.e.A. FALL CLAss TERM begins (8
weeks to Nov. 17th). For Information
call
343-3688.
'
BSU GALLERY DISPLA YS a collection of
oriental art, Including master works of the
18th and19th centuries, Sept. 25th, 10 am - 8
pm, Sept. 26th 9 am - 4 ·pm.

Thursday 21

LAST OA Y TO REGISTER FOR Y.M.C.A. STATESMAN
"Fun
Run"
downtown
Y.M.C.A. or Statesman offices.

FALL LECTURE SERIES: "Coal Mining,",
by Dr. John Keiser, 8 p.m., Special Events
Center.
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES:
Rock Climbing
Clinic at Table Rock. Mostly lor beginners,
384-1455, or 344-9512.

Fri~ay22

Wednesday 27

.Saturday 23

BSU MUSIC
DEPARTMENT
FACUL TY
RECITAL: Jim Hopper, clarinet, accrnp. by
Madeline Hsu, plano.
8:15 p.m., Special
Events Center .
. ROCK CLIMB:
Finger of Fate In the
In the Sawtooths.
Experienced Climbers
Only! 384-1455, or 344-9512
CLASSIFIED ADS WITH RESUL TS: 4:00
Arbiter office, Owyhee Room, 2nd floor,SUB.

BSU FACULTY WIVES are sponsoring a
"'Tallgate Party",
Stadium Parking Lot, 6
p.m. For' faculty, staff, and friends.

FOREIGN FILM:
"Seven Beauties" ,also,
short:. "David Hamilton's Private Collection"
call 385-1223 for Information.

BOISE PUBLIC LIBRARY:
Zoo, 2 p.m.
.

BOISE GALLERY OF ART: Free Wednesday
Night Program, "The Nazi Drawings by
Mauricio Lasansky", S:OO p.m.

Tour of Boise City

FOOTBALL:
BSU vs Northern
5:30 p.m., Bronco Stadlam ..

Michigan,

THE ARBITER

#5. .At Lunch.

~~~~~~L~~~IFI~~~

Private Party Classified Adsl 4 cents Per Word/4 pm Friday ·Ueadline ... '. .
ARBITER'Office,' Owyhee Room, 2nd Floor SUB
. . For More Info 385/·146~
LEGAL NOTle GRflTIS'
HOUSING
MUS'le
DE-CLflS')IFIED
CONTE)T
sears
NO· 3
PEN pALe
n )---.;.....
MAUREEN·
NOTICE OF PUBUC HEARING
AND INTENT TO ADOPT A
STUDENT FEE INCREASE .
Notice Is hereby !lIventhat the State
Board of Education, by authority
granted In iltlo 33, Chapter 1,
Id3l10 Code, proposes to Increase
the Boise Stete University General
Building foo by $Ml per semooter
effectlvo the oeglnnlng 01 tne
second semester of the 1978-79
academic year. pursuant to ntle
67, Chaper 52, Idaho COde.
Tho proposed fOIlchango would
Incredo tho Goneral Building Fee
to $94 from $54 per semester and
tbe total. fee for all full-tlmo
studenUi (ihone enrolled for eight
S8f1\Iister hour or more) to $227 per
semOBter from $187.
FOes for
part-time
students
would be
Increased $5 per credit hour, to $30
.from $25 .. Revenue from the foo
Incroase over a 25-year period,
along with prlvC!9 donations, will
. be U800to finance CXIl1structlonof a
propoaod mult1-purpose pavilion on
the BSU C'IIllpus.
Tho proposal Is available for public
Inspection during r&gular buslnOSll
houl'1l at tho BSU office of. tho
Rr.dllClai Vlce-Presldef,t Md at tho
Office of tho State Board of
Education, Lon B. Jordtlll Building,
660 W03l Statl' Stroot, BoIBO.
The BoarcIlntoOOs to take final 110'
tlon on this proposal d.urlng Its Oct.
5-6.1978, meeting at Moscow. All
InterCS\ed . peraon8 11lllY. submit
wrllten comment on or tleloro SOpt.
21 to tile undel'1llgncd. . All
Interested peraons who wish to
preoont oral testimony may do 80 at
a public hearlJlll scheduled at 10
a.m. Thuraday, SOpt. 21, at the
BSU Student
Union Building
Senato Chambenl. . Poraons preGentlng oral testimony are askodto
provide a wrlltel1 copy of th9
testlmony,lf possible. Any party
may request In writing of the
hearing offlcer.81 tho time thO
hearing begins. a copy. of the
tranaalptof toatllT1\lny; however,
tho ruquesiing party wi;; iijffi; to
pay. costs of the transcript coPF
Ass Ruyle
Rnanclal VIce Prooldont
BolIlOStiile Unlveralty
1910 University [)rive
Bot8it, IdIho.. 337tl6

'-

A column for the Artllter'. readers who
have something that they want to give
away ABSOLUTELV FREE - NO
STRINGS AlTACHED. (rhe editor
reserves thll right to edit for taste and
length I. There will be no charge for
these ads, supportlllg the Idea of gratis.
Be daacrlptlve and Include your phone
. number or address. We also need your
full name for our records,

FOR SflLE-

1971 OODGe COLT. Excellent
condition, Good gas mileage.
Would make good school car.
$1200. Call 466-6975.
10" T.V. STAND with lower shelf.
$15.00. 385-1464 or 375-6537, ask
for Peggy.

HElP WflNTE:D-

POI.ITIONS ARE OPEN FOR:
Arts & ScIenceS Senator·
145.00
per month.·
HeIllth SCiences· Senlllor - $45.00
per month •.
Education Senator - $75,00 Per
month.
.
Board of Govomol'1l
Public Rolliltlons Department Lay~ut (experience reqt;lred). 10 hl'1l
per week, flex., $50.00 per month.
. Election Boarct
Homecoming. commlltee
WANTED :.. Studentc:ontrlbutlons
. for articles On a1tomatllllfo styles.
foOds, religions, IIIlflIUY, education,
marrlllQOS. Contect Dona at· the
ARBITER, ·385-/464.
.Artlcle
deadline will be mld-Sflptamber.
A1lciontrlbu!IOIlswlll beCXll1sldered
and thoae orlnted will. be pald for.

Once again

UTe

Imports. h8s

AVAILABLE OCT. 1. SlnaJll bd.r.
trailer close to BSU. Clean /I
attractive $135 mo & electricity,

I Bally a.t 342-0339 eves. or
385-1464 days,
1 BEDROOM,unfumlsheddayllght
basoment apartment. $170,00 all.
utilities pald. 343-3!l93llVenlngs,
BEAIITlFUL NORTH END HOME
stili needs Inhabitant" for.· third
Cal.

83401.,

UNCLE ARB WAWTS. YOUf
We need repofter8 to· wurkoll a
reguler balIll or from time to time.
ProvIous oxper!llnOllllnot IlllCOIIIIIII'Y
but eOtJillllllilllll and wt/llng_ to.
work _;
ihII pay 18 1.50· ~
cofUl1lfllnch.
IntereIted? COme to
theAASITER office, 2nd floor of
. t/IlIllU8' ~
'*-' 8 IlIld

.15.._-------

A boost for prisoners

~~:w~~I~~e=~,
Call Mike or Steve at 344-9694,
leave a message with ThlI'ArIlltDr
ortry your.luck In catching us at
homo: 1002 N, 13th,
•

CAN READ"
••

to
exchange
with.:plan I'm
working
on my·Ideas
AA and
on
majoring In phy. upon my release
from here whICh will be In March of
thecomlngyoar. Would apprecfate
hearing from anyone. In Peace.
Russell Mann, 1130241-138
Box 4000. Springfield, Me 65802

I.lIllt wook this tllItIllrkablll fact MlIl
her the ARBITER'S Oo-CI_.
fled Contest" 2. Vou can be next .•

tor

and I
am presently Incarosrated In Green
Haven State Prison fer poaseRSlon
of QUsaludes, This being my flm
offenca, the tension and Ione/I_
of prllllln lIIe has taxea my control
to the limit. I wish to correspond
with anyone willing' to write and
.help ease a troubled spirit. Thank
you. Ted Weiner 76A-3002-E-5-273
Drawer B, Stormville. N.V, 12582

l

MIS'C~-----'---

Z/U'iity--

~=~::-:-::~~~=:---t
IMP"'OVE YOUH .GkADESI•
..,..

Answere to Siurnp Trivia Rat
by MarkC. Brough

send $1.00 for your 256-page,
mall ordereataiog of Collegiate
Research. 10,250 topic listed.
Prompt Delivery. BOx 25907-B,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. (213)

..

.'

MY NAME IS TeD WEINER

record!.
GOLD WOMAN.S WRISlWATCH
La COultrel. Has dots on t;l!AA In
lou of nul11Olllla.on fllCll, thla .
black 1000her band and Inilials
S.F.O. on back. GreatlllllltlmOlltal
value. REWARDI Call 385-'l907.
(dayu) or 33lHl793 (evenings &
wookenda)

~.;:eJ.d&.~

.

O'KEEF. FE

I'M SEARCHING FOR SOMEONE

Asa CllIT1PUS·
l'illl'Vlce.the Artllter will
print genulno lost and found ads froo of
charge to Its readers.
Again, be
descriptive, Include phone number or
addroas and your full name· fer our

THERE WILL BE A GARAOE
SALE on the 16th & 17th of SOpt.ln
tho Studlllt UnIon Parkfna lot.
Partleo Interested In having .thalr
peruonaI property aold or In selling
It thCllTl8lllvel.11 urged to contllCl
MIIrk Garfockllt 344-9711 after 4:00
p.m. or Joyce Brower at 93lJ.0388
after 3 p.m. (exoept Wed.).
.AII·
to ~Y
ClUb of.

.

who want to

. ~rr:F~~t:t~~~~f~~':'ch~e~~
the Inmate. It's up to you out there.
then. to keep those cards and tetters
going.

L·O·STIFO· UN.D-.

. ~..,.-

----.

•

...

=~~

ne8d for 2 female photo models. No
experience. necessary. Good paYll-...:.:477~-8226=_· __
For BPplicstlon write UTeI, .PO bOx
2642, Idaho Falls, Idaho

STILL SELLING' GREAT pARTS
STEREO for $15.00.l.oads of new
stuff from when
tried to fix It.
Put your cessette back togetherl
345-1464 days, 343-3085 nights,
ask for Bud,

1. wagOn Traln
2, She found out ho was a fortLino
hunter.3.Juan
Marlchal (S.F.) 28,

--1

Bob Glbaon(ST.L.) 22, Ferguson
Jenklns (CHI.) 20 •
4. A) Cream, B) Jlml HendriX
Experience, C) Frank &. NanCY
Slriatra, D) Van Morrison, E) The
Original Casto, F) Buffalo Spring- .
fIeld.
..
....
.
5. American History
6. Abbott and Coatello Go To Mara
7. William Conrad
'
'0: . Guy Rodgera

9. Howard,K. smith
10. Wings. Cimarron. CllvaIcadII,
Robllcca, ..caablanca,
HlIIIllet,
Marty.· ,GIgI, Bon-Her,. Oliveri,
Patton, ~ Rocky.
.

'Tke Uni.,e",it.rAr"iter··.1Ved~esdaY'Septemberla~

If you'va really got your her.!'
together and If you WIlIIt to win II
fI.VlI
liar ($5.00) gift certlflcatllto
the magnificent B8U GameD· Area
and on!! (1) free Inch of Arblter
cleaalfed a1vertlslng, coma Into 11111
AJ1)Itor office alter 2:30 p.m. on.
any weekday and toll us 1). whO Is
burled In Grants Tomb, 2) which
welgll1 more,1 t!ll'l of faalher8 or 1
ton ~ ClOllI,and· 3) how tong II a
yanlatlck •. T11eftnlt penon to do 10
. WJH8. UIaI.thls brlMtWoman did
do.
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feCitu'J?e
full sel ec t i on o ClassicCiI
l.P.s
Ci complete
!'in e ofBI Glnk·tapes
611 S. Capitol BlVd.
..
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